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Abstract
We study the problem of conjunctive query evaluation relative to a class of queries;
this problem is formulated here as the relational homomorphism problem relative to
a class of structures A, wherein each instance must be a pair of structures such
that the first structure is an element of A. We present a comprehensive complexity
classification of these problems, which strongly links graph-theoretic properties of A
to the complexity of the corresponding homomorphism problem. In particular, we
define a binary relation on graph classes, which is a preorder, and completely describe
the resulting hierarchy given by this relation. This relation is defined in terms of a
notion which we call graph deconstruction and which is a variant of the well-known
notion of tree decomposition. We then use this hierarchy of graph classes to infer
a complexity hierarchy of homomorphism problems which is comprehensive up to
a computationally very weak notion of reduction, namely, a parameterized version
of quantifier-free first-order reduction. In doing so, we obtain a significantly refined
complexity classification of homomorphism problems, as well as a unifying, modular,
and conceptually clean treatment of existing complexity classifications. We then
present and develop the theory of Ehrenfeucht-Fra¨ısse´-style pebble games which solve
the homomorphism problems where the cores of the structures inA have bounded tree
depth. Finally, we use our framework to classify the complexity of model checking
existential sentences having bounded quantifier rank.
Keywords: Conjunctive queries, Homomorphisms, Graph decompositions, Parame-
terized complexity
AMS subject classifications: 05C75, 05C83, 03B70, 68Q17, 68Q19.
˚An extended abstract of this work has appeared in [12].
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1 Introduction
Conjunctive queries are basic and heavily studied database queries, and can be viewed
logically as formulas consisting of a sequence of existentially quantified variables, followed
by a conjunction of atomic formulas on those variables. Since the 1977 article of Chandra
and Merlin [8], complexity-theoretic aspects of conjunctive queries have been a research
subject of persistent and enduring interest which continues to the present day (as discussed
and evidenced, for example, by the works [1, 30, 34, 25, 26, 27, 37, 32]). In this article, we
study conjunctive query evaluation, which is the problem of evaluating a conjunctive query
on a relational structure. Conjunctive query evaluation is indeed equivalent to a number of
well-known and well-studied problems, including the homomorphism problem on relational
structures, the constraint satisfaction problem, and conjunctive query containment [8, 30].
That this problem appears in many equivalent guises attests to its fundamental, primal
nature, and this problem has correspondingly been approached and studied from a wide
variety of perspectives and motivations.
As has been eloquently articulated in the literature [34], the employment of classical
complexity notions such as polynomial-time tractability to grade the complexity of con-
junctive query evaluation is not totally satisfactory: a typical scenario—for example, in
the database context—is the evaluation of a relatively short query on a relatively large
structure. This asymmetry between the two parts of the input suggests a notion of com-
plexity wherein one relaxes the dependence on the query. For example, in measuring time
complexity, one might allow a non-polynomial dependence on the query while enforcing
a polynomial dependence on the structure. Parameterized complexity theory [24, 19] is a
comprehensive framework for studying problems where each instance has an associated pa-
rameter, and arbitrary dependence in the parameter is permitted; in the query evaluation
setting, the query (or the query length) is naturally taken to be the parameter. We use
and focus on this viewpoint in the present article, and hence in this discussion.
Conjunctive query evaluation is known to be computationally intractable in general,
and consequently a recurring theme in the study of this problem is the identification of
structural properties of conjunctive queries that provide tractability or other computa-
tionally desirable behaviors. A well-studied framework in which to seek such properties is
the family of parameterized homomorphism problems p-HompAq, for classes of relational
structures A: the problem p-HompAq is to decide, given a relational structure A from A
and another relational structure B, whether there is a homomorphism from A to B; the
parameter here is the first structure A. Studying this problem family amounts to studying
conjunctive query evaluation on various classes of conjunctive queries, as it is a classical
fact that each boolean conjunctive query φ can be bijectively represented as a structure
A in such a way that, for any structure B, it holds that φ is true on B if and only if A
admits a homomorphism to B [8]. We will focus on the case where A has bounded arity,
and assume this property throughout this discussion.
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Known classifications.
An exact description of the tractable problems of the form p-HompAq was presented by
Grohe [27]. In particular, a known sufficient condition for fixed-parameter tractability of
p-HompAq was that the cores of A have bounded treewidth [16]; Grohe completed the pic-
ture by showing that for any classA not satisfying this condition, the problem p-HompAq is
W[1]-complete. Fixed-parameter tractability is a parameterized relaxation of polynomial-
time tractability, and W[1]-hardness can be conceived of as a parameterized analog of
NP-hardness. Intuitively, the core of a structure is an equivalent structure of minimal size.
Later, a classification of the tractable p-HompAq problems was presented [11]. This
classification is exhaustive up to parameterized logarithmic space reductions; parameterized
logarithmic space (para-L) relaxes logarithmic space in a way analogous to that in which
fixed-parameter tractability relaxes polynomial time. Let T denote the class of all trees,
let P denote the class of all paths, and for a class of structures A, let A˚ be the class
of structures obtainable by taking a structure A in A and giving each element its own
color. The classification states that each tractable p-HompAq problem is para-L equivalent
to p-HompT ˚q, para-L equivalent to p-HompP˚q, or decidable in para-L. The properties
determining which of the three behaviors occurs are bounded pathwidth and bounded tree
depth, established graph-theoretical properties.
1.1 Contributions
In this article, we present a significantly refined complexity classification of the homomor-
phism problems p-HompAq which is exhaustive up to an extremely simple and computa-
tionally weak notion of reduction based on quantifier-free interpretations from first-order
logic. Our classification generalizes the just-described known classifications, and indeed
our present study provides a uniform, modular, and self-contained treatment thereof.
After presenting the classification, we introduce and develop the theory of Ehrenfeucht-
Fra¨ısse´-style pebble games for solving the problems lying at the lower end of our hierarchy;
in doing so, we obtain a characterization of the homomorphism problems HompAq solvable
in classical logarithmic space. As a further technical contribution, we utilize our framework
to analyze the complexity of model checking existential sentences.
We now give an overview of and further details on the contributions and obtained
results; we refer the reader to the technical sections for precise statements.
A graph-theoretic hierarchy.
Previous work [11] related the complexity of conjunctive queries to the named graph-
theoretic properties by showing that certain relationships on graph classes implied reduc-
tions for the corresponding homomorphism problems, for example:
• If G is a graph class and M is the class of minors of graphs in G, then p-HompM˚q
reduces to p-HompG˚q.
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• If the members of a graph class G have bounded width tree decompositions whose
trees lie in a graph class H, then p-HompG˚q reduces to p-HompH˚q.
Another known and important reduction [28] is as follows:
• When R is the class of all grids and G is any graph class, then p-HompG˚q reduces
to p-HompR˚q.
We give a unified explanation for all of these reductions by defining a binary relation
ĺ on graph classes. This relation has the key property:
If G ĺ H, then p-HompG˚q reduces to p-HompH˚q. (1)
This key property is shown to imply the three just-named results.
The definition of the relation ĺ is simple and is based on a notion which we call
graph deconstruction and which is strongly related to and inspired by the notion of tree
decomposition. When G and H are graphs, we define an H-deconstruction of G to be a
family pBhqhPH of subsets of the vertex set of G which is indexed by the vertex set H of
H and which satisfies properties similar to those in the definition of tree decomposition
(Definition 3.1); note that here, the graph H is not restricted to be a tree, as it is in the
definition of tree decomposition. Each such deconstruction pBhqhPH has associated with it
a measure called its width which is based on the sizes of the subsets Bh. For graph classes G
and H, we define G ĺ H if and only if there is a constant w where for each graph G in G,
there is a graph H in H such that G has an H-deconstruction of width at most w.
We describe completely the hierarchy that this relation yields on graph classes. De-
fine Tn to be the class of trees of height at most n; Fn to be the class of forests of height
at most n; and L to be the class of all graphs. We present the following hierarchy:
T0 ĺ F0 ĺ T1 ĺ F1 ĺ ¨ ¨ ¨ ĺ P ĺ T ĺ L.
We prove that this hierarchy is strict and comprehensive in that every graph class is
equivalent to exactly one of the classes in the hierarchy (Theorem 3.16). To understand
the upper levels of the hierarchy, we use known excluded minor theorems. To determine
the lower part of the hierarchy (below P), we introduce a new complexity measure on
graph classes G which we call stack depth: the maximum d such that all depth d trees
are minors of G; this equals the minimum depth of forests that allow for bounded width
decompositions of the graphs in G (Lemma 3.23).
A complexity-theoretic hierarchy.
Having understood the relation ĺ on graph classes, we then turn to study homomorphism
problems. As mentioned, we prove that G ĺ H implies p-HompG˚q reduces to p-HompH˚q
(Theorem 5.9); this property was indeed a primary motivation for the definition of ĺ.
We prove this with respect to a computationally weak notion of reduction that we call
quantifier-free after a precomputation (qfap). This notion of reduction naturally unifies and
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incorporates two modes of computation that have long been studied. For each parameter,
this reduction provides a quantifier-free, first-order interpretation that defines the output
instance in the input instance; interpretations as reductions have a tradition in descriptive
complexity theory [29, 20], and Dawar and He studied a type of quantifier-free interpreta-
tion in the parameterized setting [17]. In addition, our reduction allows for precomputation
on the parameter of an input instance. This follows an established schema in the definition
of parameterized modes of computation: fixed-parameter tractability can be defined as
polynomial time after a precomputation, and para-L can be defined as logarithmic space
after a precomputation [23].
Let A be an arbitrary class of bounded-arity structures. We prove that p-HompAq is
equivalent under qfap-reductions to p-HompG˚q, where G is the class of graphs of the cores
of the structures in A (Theorem 5.10). By this theorem, property (1) and our description
of the graph hierarchy, we obtain:
Every problem of the form p-HompAq is equivalent, under qfap-reduction,
to a problem p-HompH˚q, where H is a graph class from the graph hierarchy.
This interestingly implies that, with respect to qfap-reduction, the complexity degrees
attained by problems p-HompAq are linearly ordered according to the classes in our graph
hierarchy, in particular, linearly ordered in a sequence of order type ω ` 3.
In brief, our approach for understanding the family of problems p-HompAq is to present
a graph hierarchy and then show that this hierarchy induces a complexity hierarchy for
these problems. We wish to emphasize the unifying nature, the modularity, and the con-
ceptual cleanliness of this approach. Our definition and presentation of the graph hierarchy
cleanly and neatly encapsulates the graph-theoretic content needed to present the complex-
ity hierarchy. We obtain a uniform and self-contained derivation of the mentioned known
classifications [28, 27, 11], which derivation we find to be clearer and simpler than those
of the original works. This uniform derivation is a testament to the utility of the graph
hierarchy, and we view the simple definitions of graph deconstruction and the relation ĺ,
as well as the development of their basic theory, as conceptual contributions.
Our treatment strengthens the known classifications, since the problems classified as
being computationally equivalent are here shown to be so under qfap-reductions; in par-
ticular, it follows from our treatment that all of the W[1]-complete problems from Grohe’s
theorem [27] are pairwise equivalent under qfap-reductions and hence in a very strong
sense.
A proof of Grohe’s theorem.
We present a modular, conceptually concise, and relatively transparent proof of Grohe’s
celebrated hardness result (Section 4). In particular, we make simple use of our notion of
graph deconstruction, and we obtain this hardness result essentially as the composition of
three readily comprehensible polynomial-time reductions.
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Consistency, pebble games, and logarithmic space.
The study of so-called consistency algorithms has a long tradition in research on constraint
satisfaction and homomorphism problems. Such algorithms are typically efficient and sim-
ple heuristics that can detect inconsistency (that is, that an instance is a no instance)
and are based on local reasoning. Identifying cases of these problems where such algo-
rithms provide a sound and complete decision procedure has been a central theme in the
tractability theory of these problems (see for example [31, 16, 4, 9, 7, 3, 10]).
Seminal work of Koalitits and Vardi [31] showed that certain natural consistency al-
gorithms could be viewed as determining the winner in certain Ehrenfeucht-Fra¨ısse´ type
pebble games [20]. Since this work, there has been sustained effort devoted to presenting
pebble games that solve cases of the homomorphism problem. For example, there is a
study of pebble games that solve p-HompAq when the class G of graphs of structures from
A has bounded treewidth [16, 2], and also when G has bounded pathwidth [15].
We complete the picture by presenting natural pebble games that are shown to solve
p-HompAq when G has bounded tree depth (Section 6). Our pebble games are finite-round
games that can be thought of as homomorphism variants of the classical Ehrenfeucht-
Fra¨ısse´ game. We develop the theory of our games, showing for example that it is decidable,
given a structure A, whether or not a particular game solves the homomorphism problem
on A (Theorem 6.1). We also show equality ˘1 between the number of pebbles needed to
solve p-HompAq and the tree depth of G; and, between the number of rounds needed to
solve p-HompAq and the stack depth of G (Section 6). We believe that the latter result
reinforces the suggestion that stack depth is a natural graph-theoretic measure.
We obtain a characterization of the classical homomorphism problems HompAq decid-
able in classical logarithmic space: these are precisely those where the cores of structures
from A have bounded tree depth (Section 7). This characterization is established under a
natural hypothesis from parameterized space complexity.
Model checking existential sentences.
The given hierarchies, along with the notion of qfap reduction, provide a clean and compre-
hensive understanding of the complexity degrees of parameterized homomorphism prob-
lems. We expect that the given hierarchies can be meaningfully used to obtain a fine-
grained understanding of the complexity of other problems of independent interest. We
show that the hierarchy can be used to classify the complexity of model-checking existential
sentences having bounded quantifier rank (Section 8).
2 Preliminaries
For n P N we let rns denote t1, . . . , nu and understand r0s “ H.
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2.1 Structures
A vocabulary is a finite set of relation symbols, where each symbol R has an associated
arity arpRq P N. A structure B with vocabulary σ, for short, a σ-structure is given by a
non-empty set B called its universe together with an interpretation RB Ď BarpRq of R for
every R P σ. We only consider finite structures, i.e. structures with finite universe. When
B is a σ-structure and S a non-empty subset of B, we let xSyB denote the σ-structure
induced in B on S: it has universe S and interprets every R P σ by SarpRq X RB. The
class of all σ-structures is denoted by STRrσs, and the class of all structures by STR. The
product AˆB of two σ-structures A and B has universe AˆB and interprets R P σ by
RAˆB :“
 
ppa1, b1q, . . . , paarpRq, barpRqqq | a¯ P R
A, b¯ P RB
(
.
For a vocabulary σ, a (first-order) σ-formula ϕ is built from atoms Rx1 ¨ ¨ ¨xarpRq and
x “ y where x, y and the xi are variables and R P σ, by means of Boolean combinations
_,^, and existential and universal quantification Dx, @x. We write ϕpx¯q for ϕ to indicate
that the free variables of ϕ are among the components of x¯ “ x1 ¨ ¨ ¨xr; for a σ-structure,
and a¯ “ a1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ar P A
r we write A |ù ϕpa¯q to indicate that a¯ satisfies ϕpx¯q in A, further we
write ϕpAq :“ ta¯ P Ar | A |ù ϕpa¯qu. Formulas without free variables are sentences.
Two structures A and B interpreting the same vocabulary are called similar. In this
case, a homomorphism from A to B is a function h : A Ñ B such that for every R P σ
and every tuple pa1, . . . , aarpRqq P R
A, it holds that phpa1q, . . . , hpaarpRqqq P R
B. We write
A
h
Ñ B to indicate that such a homomorphism exists. A partial homomorphism h from
A to B is either H or a homomorphism from xdomphqyA to B; by domphq we denote the
domain of h and by imphq its image.
A structure A is a core if all homomorphisms from A to itself are injective. The core
of a structure A is a structure B such that there is a homomorphism from A to B, B is a
core, B Ď A, and RB Ď RA for each symbol R. It is well-known that each finite structure
has at least one core, and that all cores of a finite structure are isomorphic; for this reason,
one often speaks of the core of a finite structure A, which we denote here by corepAq.
For example, all structures of the formA˚ are cores. Here, A˚ is the expansion obtained
from A by interpreting for each a P A a new unary relation symbol Ca by C
A
a :“ tau. For
a class of structures A we let
A˚ :“ tA˚ | A P Au.
2.2 Graphs
In this article, a graph is a tEu-structure G for a binary relation symbol E such that EG
is irreflexive and symmetric. A graph G is a subgraph of another graph H if G Ď H and
EG Ď EH. Given a graph G we write
reflpEGq :“ EG Y tpg, gq | g P Gu.
When A is a σ-structure, we let graphpAq be the “Gaifman” graph with universe A and an
edge between a, a1 P A if a ‰ a1 and there are R P σ and a tuple a¯ P RA such that a, a1 are
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components of a¯. We call A connected if graphpAq is connected. A (connected) component
of A is a structure induced in A on a (connected) component of graphpAq.
By a rooted tree, we mean a tree that interprets a unary relation symbol root by a set
containing a single element, called the root of the tree. By a rooted forest, we mean a
graph G where, for each component C, the graph xCyG is a rooted tree. When a and d
are elements of a rooted tree, we say that a is an ancestor of d and that d is a descendent
of a if a lies on the unique path from the root to d; if in addition a ‰ d, we say that a is
a proper ancestor of d and that d is a proper descendent of a. The height of a rooted tree
is the maximum length (number of edges) of a path from the root to some vertex. The
height of a tree T is the minimum height of all rootings of T. The height of a forest F is
the maximum height of a (connected) component of F.
The tree depth [33] of a connected graph G is the minimum h P N such that there
exists a rooted tree T with universe T “ G of height ď h such that EG is contained in the
closure of T. The closure of T is the set of edges pg, g1q such that either g is an ancestor of
g1 in T or vice versa. For an arbitrary graph, its tree depth is defined to be the maximum
tree depth taken over all components of G.
A tree decomposition of a graph G is a tree H along with an H-indexed family pBhqhPH
of subsets of G satisfying the following conditions:
• (Coverage) For every pair pg, g1q P reflpEGq, there exists h P H such that tg, g1u Ď Bh.
• (Connectivity) For each element g P G, the set th | g P Bhu is connected in H.
The width of a tree decomposition is maxhPH |Bh|´1. A path decomposition of a graph is a
tree decomposition where the treeH is a path. The treewidth of a graphG is the minimum
width over all tree decompositions ofG; likewise, the pathwidth ofG is the minimum width
over all path decompositions ofG. A class G of graphs has bounded treewidth if there exists
a constant w such that each graph G P G has treewidth ď w; the properties of bounded
pathwidth and bounded tree depth are defined similarly.
A graph M is a minor of a graph G if there exists a minor map from M to G, which
is a map µ defined on M where
• for each m P M , it holds that µpmq is a non-empty, connected subset of G;
• the sets µpmq are pairwise disjoint; and,
• for each pm,m1q P EM there exist g P µpmq and g1 P µpm1q such that pg, g1q P EG.
When G is a graph, we use minorspGq to denote the class of all minors ofG, and we extend
this notation to a class G setting minorspGq “
Ť
GPG minorspGq.
The following theorem is known; the first two parts are due to Robertson and Seymour’s
graph minor series [36, 35] and the third is due to Blumensath and Courcelle [5].
Theorem 2.1. Let G be a class of graphs.
1. (Excluded grid theorem) G has bounded treewidth if and only if minorspGq does not
contain all grids.
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2. (Excluded tree theorem) G has bounded pathwidth if and only if minorspGq does not
contain all trees.
3. (Excluded path theorem) G has bounded tree depth if and only if minorspGq does not
contain all paths.
Proposition 2.2. Let G be a connected graph, and suppose that T is a rooted tree with
height h witnessing that G has tree depth ď h, i.e. T has height ď h and its closure
contains EG. Then the tree pT,ETq together with pBtqtPT is a tree decomposition of G of
width h where Bt “ ta | a is an ancestor of tu.
To prove Proposition 2.2, the key observation is the following. For any two vertices
g, g1 P G connected by an edge in G, one is an ancestor of the other in T, and if, say, g1 is
an ancestor of g, then g, g1 P Bg.
3 Graph deconstructions
In this section, we present the notion of graph deconstruction and develop its basic theory
(Section 3.1); we introduce the measure of stack depth (Section 3.2); and, we state and
prove our theorem presenting the graph hierarchy (Section 3.3).
3.1 Definitions and basic properties
Definition 3.1. When G and H are graphs, an H-deconstruction of G is an H-indexed
family pBhqhPH of subsets of G that satisfies the following two conditions:
– (Coverage) For each pair pg, g1q P reflpEGq, there exists a pair ph, h1q P reflpEHq such
that tg, g1u Ď Bh YBh1.
– (Connectivity) For each element g P G, the set th | g P Bhu is connected in H.
The width of an H-deconstruction pBhqhPH is defined as
max
ph,h1qPreflpEHq
|Bh YBh1|.
We will refer to the subsets Bh as bags.
Note that the definition of an H-deconstruction is similar to that of a tree decomposi-
tion, but one important difference is that, in the definition of H-deconstruction, it is not
required that an edge pg, g1q P EG lie inside a single bag Bh, but rather, may lie inside the
union Bh YBh1 of two bags where ph, h
1q P EH.
Remark 3.2. Another natural way to define the width of an H-deconstruction pBhqhPH is
simply as maxhPH |Bh|. The theory that we develop is essentially unchanged if one adopts
this alternative definition.
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Example 3.3. Let n ě 1. Let H be the n-by-n grid: it has vertices rns2 and an edge
between pi, jq and pi1, j1q if |i ´ i1| ` |j ´ j1| “ 1. Any graph G on n vertices has an H-
deconstruction of width ď 3. Assume without loss of generality that G “ rns. The desired
deconstruction is pBpi,jqqpi,jqPH defined by Bpi,jq “ ti, ju. Coverage holds, since each pair
pi, jq P rns2 has ti, ju Ď Bpi,jq. Connectivity holds, since for each i P rns, the set th | i P Bhu
forms a cross in the grid.
Example 3.4. For any graph G, the family pBgqgPG defined by Bg “ tgu is a G-decon-
struction of G of width ď 2.
Proposition 3.5. Let G,H be graphs, S Ď G connected in G and pBhqhPH an H-
deconstruction of G. Then th | S XBh ‰ Hu is connected in H.
Proof. Suppose pg, g1q P EG, and define Tg “ th | g P Bhu and Tg1 “ th | g
1 P Bhu. It
suffices to show Tg Y Tg1 is connected in H. By coverage, there is ph, h
1q P reflpEHq such
that tg, g1u Ď BhYBh1. If h “ h
1, then Tg and Tg1 share the vertex h; otherwise ph, h
1q P EH
with g P Bh and g
1 P Bh1, so h P Tg and h
1 P Tg1, and hence Tg Y Tg1 is connected in H.
Let G and H be classes of graphs.
– We say that G has H-deconstructions of width ď k if for each graph G P G, there
exists a graph H P H such that G has an H-deconstruction of width ď k.
– We say that G has H-deconstructions of bounded width if there exists k ě 1 such
that G has H-deconstructions of width ď k.
We will employ analogous terminology to discuss, for example, nice deconstructions which
will be defined later.
Definition 3.6. We define the binary relation ĺ on classes of graphs as follows: G ĺ H
if and only if G has H-deconstructions of bounded width. We write G ” H if G ĺ H and
H ĺ G, and we write G ň H if G ĺ H and G ı H.
We now present some basic properties of the relation ĺ.
Proposition 3.7. The relation ĺ is reflexive and transitive.
This implies that ” is an equivalence relation. Throughout, we will tacitly use the fact
that, if G Ď H, then G ĺ H.
Proof of Proposition 3.7. Reflexivity follows from Example 3.4 and transitivity from the
following lemma.
Lemma 3.8. Let G, H, and I be graphs; suppose that G has an H-deconstruction of width
ď v, and that H has an I-deconstruction of width ď w. Then, G has an I-deconstruction
of width ď 2vw.
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Proof. Suppose that G has the H-deconstruction pBhqhPH of width ď v, and that H
has the I-deconstruction pCiqiPI of width ď w. Define the family pC
`
i qiPI by C
`
i “
Ť
hPCi
Bh.
We claim that pC`i qiPI is an I-deconstruction of G, which suffices.
To verify coverage, let pg, g1q P reflpEGq. By coverage of pBhq, there exists ph, h
1q P
reflpEHq such that tg, g1u Ď Bh Y Bh1. By coverage of pCiq, there exists pi, i
1q P reflpEIq
such that th, h1u Ď Ci Y Ci1. By definition of pC
`
i q, we have that Bh Y Bh1 Ď C
`
i Y C
`
i1 ,
from which it follows that tg, g1u Ď C`i Y C
`
i1 .
To verify connectivity, let g P G be an arbitrary element. By connectivity of pBhq,
it holds that T “ th | g P Bhu is connected in H. It follows from Proposition 3.5 that
U “ ti | T X Ci ‰ Hu is connected in I. We claim that U “ ti | g P C
`
i u. This is because
T X Ci ‰ H ðñ Dh P Ci : h P T
ðñ Dh P Ci : g P Bh
ðñ g P C`i . l
Proposition 3.9. For any class of graphs G, it holds that G ” minorspGq.
Proof. It is clear that G ĺ minorspGq, since G Ď minorspGq. To show that minorspGq ĺ G, we
prove that when a graphM is a minor of a graphG, it holds thatM has aG-deconstruction
of width ď 2. Let µ be a minor map from M to G, and define, for all g P G, the set Bg to
be tm | g P µpmqu. Clearly, for each g P G, it holds that |Bg| ď 1. We claim that pBgqgPG
is a G-deconstruction of M. For each m PM , since µpmq is non-empty, there exists g P G
such that m P Bg. For each pm,m
1q P EM, by definition of minor, there exists pg, g1q P EG
with g P µpmq and g1 P µpm1q; it thus holds that tm,m1u Ď Bg Y Bg1 . For each m P M ,
tg | m P Bgu is equal to µpmq, and is hence connected as µ is a minor map.
We now generalize the notion of tree decomposition to arbitrary graphs, and then
compare the resulting notion with the presented notion of H-deconstruction.
When G and H are graphs, define an H-decomposition of G to be an H-indexed family
pBhqhPH of subsets of G satisfying:
– For each pair pg, g1q P reflpEGq, there exists h P H such that tg, g1u Ď Bh.
– Connectivity (as defined in Definition 3.1)
This is a natural generalization of the definition of tree decomposition: a tree decomposition
is precisely a H-decomposition where H is required to be a tree.
Proposition 3.10. Let G and H be graphs, and let w ě 1.
1. H-decompositions are H-deconstructions.
2. If H is a tree and G has an H-deconstruction of width ď w, then G has an H-
decomposition of width ă 2w.
Consequently, when H is a class of trees, it holds that G ĺ H if and only if G has H-
decompositions of bounded width.
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Proof. (1) is straightforwardly verified. For (2), suppose that pBhqhPH is an H-deconstruc-
tion of G where each bag has size ď w. Root the tree H, and define p : H Ñ H as
follows: if h is the root of H, define pphq “ h, and otherwise define pphq to be the parent
of h. Define pChqhPH by Ch “ Bh YBpphq; it is straightforward to verify that pChqhPH is an
H-decomposition of G, and each of its bags has size ď 2w.
Remark 3.11. We find that it is cleaner to work with the notion of H-deconstruction
than to work with the notion of H-decomposition; this is a primary reason for our focus
on the notion of H-deconstruction. Indeed, note that while reflexivity of the ĺ relation is
straightforward to prove, we do not know of a simple proof of reflexivity of the analogous
relation defined via H-decomposition. Note that while there exists a constant w such that
each graph G has a G-deconstruction of width ď w (in particular, one can take w “ 2),
there does not exist a constant w such that each graph G has a G-decomposition of width
ď w: the bags of a G-decomposition of width ď w can cover at most a number of edges
that is linear in the number of vertices (|G|
`
w`1
2
˘
many), but graphs in general may have
quadratically many edges.
3.2 Stack depth
Recall that Td denotes the class of all trees of height ď d. For h ě 0, k ě 1, define Th,k to
be the tree with universe rksďh and with ETh,k “ tpt, tiq, pti, tq | t P rksăh, i P rksu. Here,
rksďh and rksăh denote the sets of strings over alphabet rks of length ď h and of length
ă h, respectively. Define the stack depth of a class G of graphs to be
maxth | @k ě 1,Th,k P minorspGqu;
let it be understood that this maximum is 8 if the set is infinite.
Proposition 3.12. A class of graphs has bounded stack depth if and only if it has bounded
pathwidth.
Proof. Let G be a class of graphs. By Theorem 2.1, G has unbounded pathwidth if and
only if T Ď minorspGq. This obviously implies infinite stack depth. Conversely, infinite
stack depth implies T Ď minorspGq: each tree is a subgraph of a tree of the form Tm,m,
and infinite stack depth gives that Tm,m P minorspGq (for each m ě 1).
Theorem 3.13. Suppose that d, e ě 0 are constants and that G is a class of trees having
stack depth d and where each tree has height ď e. Then G ĺ Td.
To prove this we shall need some preparations. Let M, G be rooted trees. Let us say
that an M-deconstruction pµpmqqmPM of G is nice if the following hold:
– µ is a minor map from M to G.
– g0 P µpm0q, where g0 and m0 denote the roots of G and M, respectively.
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– If m1 is a child of m in M, g P µpmq, g1 P µpm1q, and pg, g1q P EG, then g1 is a child
of g in G.
Lemma 3.14. Suppose that N, M, and G are rooted trees, that pνpnqqnPN is a nice
N-deconstruction of M, and that pµpmqqmPM is a nice M-deconstruction of G. Then
pµpνpnqqqnPN is a nice N-deconstruction of G, where here µpνpnqq denotes
Ť
mPνpnq µpmq.
Proof. It is straightforward to verify that n ÞÑ µpνpnqq is a minor map from N to G.
It follows from the proof of Lemma 3.8 that pµpνpnqqqnPN is an N-deconstruction of G.
We verify that this deconstruction is nice, as follows. By the niceness of pµpmqqmPM and
pνpnqqnPN , we have that g0 P µpm0q and m0 P νpn0q, so g0 P µpνpn0qq (here, g0, m0, n0
denote the roots of G, M, N, respectively). Next, suppose that n1 is a child of n in N,
that g P µpνpnqq, that g1 P µpνpn1qq, and that pg, g1q P EG. There are m,m1 P M such
that g P µpmq, m P νpnq, g1 P µpm1q, and m1 P νpn1q. Since n1 ‰ n, we have m ‰ m1; as
pg, g1q P EG, we then have pm,m1q P EM, and from the niceness of pνpnqqnPN , we have that
m1 is a child of m in M. By the niceness of pµpmqqmPM then g
1 is a child of g.
For d ě 0 and k ě 1, let us say that a node u of a rooted tree has property P pd, kq if
either d “ 0 or d ą 0 and u has k pairwise incomparable descendents each having property
P pd´ 1, kq. (Here, we consider two nodes v, v1 to be incomparable if neither is an ancestor
of the other.) Let us say that a rooted tree has property P pd, kq if its root has property
P pd, kq. Observe that such a tree contains Td,k as a minor.
Lemma 3.15. Suppose that M and G are rooted trees and that pµpmqqmPM is a nice
M-deconstruction of G. For d ě 0 and k ě 1, if M has property P pd, kq, then so does G.
Proof. For each m PM , since µpmq is connected, it has a unique highest element, by which
we mean the element with shortest distance to the root; denote this element by hipµpmqq.
Suppose that m1 is a child of m in M; the parent of hipµpm1qq must, by the definition of
deconstruction, lie in µpm2q where m2 is adjacent to m1; but it must be that m2 “ m by
the niceness of pµpmqqmPM . Thus, if m
1 is a child of m inM, then hipµpm1qq is a descendent
of hipµpmqq. It follows by induction on d that, if a node m P M has property P pd, kq in
M, then hipµpmqq has property P pd, kq in G.
Proof of Theorem 3.13. Let K ě 1 be a constant. Suppose that G is a class of rooted
trees of height ď e which do not have property P pd` 1, Kq; we prove that G has nice Td-
deconstructions of bounded width. (This suffices, since the assumption that G has stack
depth d implies that there is a constant K ě 1 such that Td`1,K R minorspGq, which in
turn implies that the trees in G do not have property P pd` 1, Kq.)
We proceed by induction on d.
Case d “ 0: We have that the trees in G do not have property P p1, Kq. Consider a
rooted tree from G. The number of leaves is bounded above by K; since each node is the
ancestor of a leaf, the total number of nodes is bounded above by Kpe ` 1q. Thus G has
nice T0-deconstructions of width ď Kpe` 1q.
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Case d ą 0: We argue by induction on e. If e ď d, then we have that G Ď Td and we
are done (for each G P G, use the G-deconstruction of G discussed in conjunction with
reflexivity in Proposition 3.7). So suppose that e ą d.
Define a class of trees G 1 as follows: for each tree G in G, and for each child c of the root
of G, if c does not have property P pd,Kq, then place the subtree of G rooted at c in G 1.
The trees in G 1 have bounded height and do not have property P pd,Kq; so, by induction,
there is a constant w such that G 1 has nice Td´1-deconstructions of width ď w.
LetG be a tree in G. Let b1, . . . , bL denote the children of the root g0 that have property
P pd,Kq, and let c1, . . . , cQ denote the remaining children of the root. Since the root of
G does not have property P pd` 1, Kq, we have that L ă K. Let G1, . . . ,GQ denote the
subtrees of G rooted at c1, . . . , cQ, respectively. Each Gi is in G 1, so for each i P rQs, there
is a tree Ti P Td´1 such that G
i has a nice Ti-deconstruction pµiptqqtPT i of width ď w.
Now define the tree H to be the minor of G obtained from G by contracting together
the vertices tg0, b
1, . . . , bLu to obtain h0, and by replacing each G
i with Ti. Observe
that the height of H is ď e ´ 1. The following map µ is a minor map from H to G:
µph0q “ tg0, b
1, . . . , bLu, µptq is equal to µiptq if t P T i, and µphq “ thu for all other vertices
h P H . It is straightforward to verify that pµphqqhPH gives a nice H-deconstruction of G
having width ď maxpK,wq.
Let H denote the class of all trees H obtained from G P G in this way. We just
saw that G has nice H-deconstructions of bounded width. Since H has height ď e ´ 1
and does not have property P pd ` 1, Kq by Lemma 3.15, by induction, H has nice Td-
deconstructions of bounded width. As a consequence of Lemma 3.14, we obtain that G has
nice Td-deconstructions of bounded width.
3.3 Hierarchy
Recall that L, T ,P denote the classes of graphs, trees and paths respectively, and Td,Fd
denote the classes of trees respectively forests of height at most d.
Theorem 3.16 (Graph hierarchy theorem). The hierarchy
T0 ň F0 ň T1 ň F1 ň ¨ ¨ ¨ ň P ň T ň L (˚)
presents correct relationships, and is comprehensive in that each class of graphs is equivalent
(under ”) to one of the classes therein.
We break the proof into several lemmas. We begin by observing that the established
conditions of bounded treewidth, bounded pathwidth, and bounded tree depth can be
formulated using the ĺ relation and the defined graph classes.
Proposition 3.17. Let G be a class of graphs.
1. G has bounded treewidth if and only if G ĺ T .
2. G has bounded pathwidth if and only if G ĺ P.
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3. G has bounded tree depth if and only if there exists d ě 0 such that G ĺ Fd.
Proof. The first two claims follow immediately from Proposition 3.10. For the third claim,
we reason as follows. For the forward direction, let d be an upper bound on the tree depth
of G, and let G be a graph in G; Proposition 2.2 (along with Proposition 3.10) implies that
each component of G has a Td-deconstruction of width ď d. For the backward direction,
Proposition 3.10 gives a constant w such that G has Fd-decompositions of width ă w,
which implies that G has tree depth ď wd (see [5, Remark 4.3(a)]).
In the next two lemmas, we present the negative results needed to give the hierarchy,
showing that various pairs of graph classes are not related by ĺ.
Lemma 3.18. Let G be a class of graphs.
1. If L ł G, then G ĺ T .
2. If T ł G, then G ĺ P.
3. If P ł G, then G has bounded tree depth.
Proof. To show (3), assume P ł G. By Proposition 3.9, P ł minorspGq, so P Ę minorspGq,
and hence G has bounded tree depth by Theorem 2.1.
For (2) we reason analogously: if T ł G, then G has bounded pathwidth by Proposi-
tion 3.9 and Theorem 2.1 and hence G ĺ P by Proposition 3.17.
Also (1) is proved analoguously, but in order to use Theorem 2.1, we need to prove that
L ĺ R, where R denotes the class of all grids; then L ł G implies R ł G. That L ĺ R
follows from Example 3.3: each graph has R-deconstructions of width ď 2.
Lemma 3.19. The following relationships hold.
1. L ł T .
2. T ł P.
3. P ł Fd, for all d ě 0.
Proof. Immediate from Theorem 2.1 and Proposition 3.17.
Lemma 3.20. For each d ě 0, the following hold.
1. Fd ł Td.
2. Td`1 ł Fd.
Proof. We prove this by induction on d. When d “ 0, the claim that Fd ł Td is clear, since
T0 contains only one-vertex trees, but F0 contains graphs with arbitrarily many vertices.
The claim that Td`1 ł Fd always follows from Fd ł Td, as follows: the assumption
Td`1 ĺ Fd implies Td`1 ĺ Td by Proposition 3.5, and this implies Fd ĺ Td.
Let d ą 0; we need to prove that Fd ł Td. Suppose for a contradiction that w is a
constant such that Fd has Td-deconstructions of width ď w. We show that Td ĺ Fd´1,
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which contradicts the induction hypothesis. Given an arbitrary tree T in Td, create w ` 1
copies of it; the resulting graph has an H-deconstruction pBhqhPH of width ď w, with
H P Td. Root H with a vertex h0 to witness that its height is ď d. Since the bag Bh0 has
size ď w, there must be a copy of T that is disjoint from Bh0; call this the key copy and
denote its universe by K. By Proposition 3.5, it is possible to take a subtree H1 of H that
excludes h0 such that pBhXKqhPH 1 gives an H
1-deconstruction of the key copy. The graph
H1 has height ď d ´ 1. We thus showed that Td has Td´1-deconstructions of width ď w,
implying that Td ĺ Fd´1, as desired.
Lemma 3.21. Let G be a class of graphs. If G has bounded tree depth, then there exists
a class H of forests of bounded height such that G ” H and such that G and H have the
same stack depth. (Namely, one can take H to be the class of all forests in minorspGq.)
Proof. Let H be as described. The class H has bounded height, as G has bounded tree
depth. The classes G and H have the same tree minors, so they have the same stack depth.
We have H ĺ G by Proposition 3.9.
The proof of G ĺ H is along the lines of that of [5, Lemma 4.8]. We provide it here
for completeness. For each graph G P G, let H be a forest that contains a depth-first
search tree of each component of G (for precise details, we refer to Diestel [18], who speaks
of normal spanning trees ; see Proposition 1.5.6). Since H is a subgraph of G, we have
H P H. Each component of G is contained in the closure of its corresponding component
in H (in the sense of the definition of tree depth), so Proposition 2.2 and the fact that H
has bounded height imply that G ĺ H.
Lemma 3.22. Let G be a class of forests having bounded height, and let d denote the stack
depth of G. It holds either that G ” Td or that G ” Fd.
Proof. By Lemma 3.20, not both G ” Td and G ” Fd can hold. Let C be the class of
connected graphs that appear as components of graphs in G; note that d is the stack depth
of C. By Theorem 3.13 we have C ĺ Td and hence G ĺ Fd
For each k ě 1 and each graph G P G, define Gpkq to be the number of components of
G having the tree Td,k as a minor. We consider two cases.
Case 1: Suppose that, for all k ě 1, the set tGpkq | G P Gu has infinite size. We claim
that G ” Fd. We have to show that Fd ĺ G. For each k ě 1, let us use k ˆTd,k to denote
the graph consisting of k disjoint copies of Td,k. Then tk ˆ Td,k | k ě 1u Ď minorspGq by
assumption. Each graph in Fd is isomorphic to a subgraph of a graph of the form kˆTd,k.
Hence, by Proposition 3.9, it holds that Fd ĺ minorspGq ” G.
Case 2: When the assumption of the first case does not hold, one can choose a
sufficiently large K ě 1 such that, for all G P G, it holds that GpKq ď K. We claim that
G ” Td. That Td ĺ G follows from the hypothesis that d is the stack depth of C. We show
that G ĺ Td. Let H be the subset of C that contains a graphH P C if and only if Td,K is not
a minor ofH. By Theorem 3.13, it holds thatH ĺ Td´1; let w ě 1 be such thatH has Td´1-
deconstructions of width ď w. Let G P G; let G1, . . . ,GL be the components of G having
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Td,K as a minor, and let H1, . . . ,HM be the other components ofG. By the choice of K, it
holds that L ď K. Since C ĺ Td, there exists v ě 1 such that C has Td-deconstructions of
width ď v. Let T P Td be a sufficiently large tree so that each Gi has a T-deconstruction
pBitqtPT of width ď v; then, the disjoint union of the Gi has a T-deconstruction of width
ď vL, namely, pB1t Y ¨ ¨ ¨ YB
L
t qtPT . Each Hj has a Tj-deconstruction of width ď w, where
Tj P Td´1. Let T
1 be equal to T but augmented so that the root of each Tj is a child of the
root of T; we have that the height of T1 is d. The graph G has a T1-deconstruction where
each bag is defined as it was in the respective T-deconstruction or Tj-deconstruction; this
T1-deconstruction has width ď maxpvL, wq.
The following is a consequence of the previous two lemmas.
Lemma 3.23. Let G be a class of graphs having bounded tree depth, and let d ě 0. The
class G has stack depth d if and only if G ” Td or G ” Fd.
Proof. We first prove the forward direction. Suppose that G has stack depth d. By
Lemma 3.21, there exists a class of forests H having bounded height and stack depth d
such that G ” H. By Lemma 3.22, H ” Td or H ” Fd, implying G ” Td or G ” Fd.
Conversely, suppose G does not have stack depth d. By bounded tree depth and Propo-
sition 3.12, G has stack depth d1 P N for some d1 ‰ d. By the forward direction G ” Td1 or
G ” Fd1 . In both cases, G ı Td and G ı Fd by Lemma 3.20.
Proof of Theorem 3.16. It is clear that
T0 ĺ F0 ĺ T1 ĺ F1 ĺ ¨ ¨ ¨ ĺ P ĺ T ĺ L.
Lemmas 3.19 and 3.20 imply that none of the displayed ĺ can be reversed. To prove that
the hierarchy is comprehensive, let G be an arbitrary class of graphs. If L ĺ G, then clearly
G ” L and we are done. Otherwise G ĺ T by Lemma 3.18 (1). If T ĺ G, then G ” T and
we are done. Otherwise, G ĺ P by Lemma 3.18 (2). If P ĺ G, then G ” P and we are
done. Otherwise G has bounded tree depth by Lemma 3.18 (3). By Proposition 3.12 there
is d P N such that G has stack depth d. Then G ” Td or G ” Fd by Lemma 3.23.
4 Grohe’s theorem
In this section, we use the notion of graph deconstruction to give a novel proof of Grohe’s
theorem, which establishes the hardness of the homomorphism problem on any class of
structures whose cores have unbounded treewidth. We believe that our proof constitutes a
modular, relatively transparent, and relatively simple alternative to the original proof [27].
Other than the definition of graph deconstruction, the only element needed from the pre-
vious section is the fact that, if a graph class G has unbounded treewidth, then L ĺ G
(this follows from Proposition 3.17 and Lemma 3.18.)
For the sake of brevity and because it is unnecessary for our purposes here, we do not
introduce here a full framework for parameterized complexity. (We do carry this out in the
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next section, where we in particular introduce our notion of quantifier-free reduction.) We
introduce the following definitions to be used in the scope of this section. For each class
A of structures, define p-HompAq to be the problem whose instances are pairs pA,Bq of
similar structures where A P A, and the question is to decide whether or not A
h
Ñ B. We
consider such a problem p-HompAq to be tractable if there exists a computable function f
and a polynomial-time algorithm g such that, on each instance pA,Bq of p-HompAq, g run
on input pfpAq,Bq decides if A
h
Ñ B. It can be recognized that this definition is equivalent
to that of fixed-parameter tractability, where the structure A is taken to be the parameter;
see the characterization of fixed-parameter tractability in terms of precomputation on the
parameter [24, Theorem 1.37]. It is well-known that the tractability of p-HompL˚q is
equivalent to the complexity class collapse W[1] = FPT.
We prove the following formulation of Grohe’s theorem [27].
Theorem 4.1. Assume that A is a computably enumerable class of structures having
bounded arity. If the graphs of the cores of A have unbounded treewidth, then the problem
p-HompAq is not tractable, unless p-HompL˚q is as well.
At the heart of our proof are three polynomial-time reductions, presented in the fol-
lowing three lemmas. In each case, we describe the output of the claimed polynomial-time
algorithm; it is readily verified that the output can be produced in polynomial time. The
second and third lemmas are based on results that appeared in previous work [11].
Lemma 4.2. For each k ě 1, there exists a polynomial-time algorithm that, given graphs
G and H, a H-deconstruction pBhqhPH of G of width ď k, and a structure D similar to G
˚,
outputs a structure D1 such that G˚
h
Ñ D iff H˚
h
Ñ D1
Proof. The structure D1 is defined as follows. Its universe D1 is the set of all partial
homomorphisms f from G˚ to D with |dompfq| ď k. The relation ED
1
is defined as the
set of pairs pf, f 1q P D1 ˆ D1 such that f Y f 1 (as a set of ordered pairs) is a partial
homomorphism from G˚ to D. Each relation CD
1
h is defined as tf P D
1 | dompfq “ Bhu.
Suppose that e is a homomorphism from G˚ to D. Then the mapping e1 : H Ñ D1
defined by e1phq “ e æ Bh (the restriction of e to Bh) is a homomorphism from H
˚ to D1.
Suppose that e1 is a homomorphism from H˚ to D1. We define a map e : G Ñ D as
follows. For each g P G, by the connectivity condition (Definition 3.1) and the definition
of ED
1
, all maps of the form e1phq with g P dompe1phqq send g to the same value. Define
epgq to be that value; we have that e1phq Ď e. To verify that e is a homomorphism from
G˚ to D, since each relation of G˚ has arity 1 or is the relation EG, it suffices to argue
that for any pair pg, g1q P reflpEGq, the map e æ tg, g1u is a partial homomorphism from
G˚ to D. Let pg, g1q be such a pair; by the coverage condition (Definition 3.1) there exists
ph, h1q P reflpEHq such that tg, g1u Ď Bh Y Bh1. We have that e
1phq Y e1ph1q is a partial
homomorphism from G to D (this is clear if h “ h1; if h ‰ h1, this follows from from the
definition of ED
1
). This concludes the proof, as e1phq Y e1ph1q Ď e.
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Lemma 4.3. For each r ě 1, there exists a polynomial-time algorithm that, given a struc-
ture A whose relations have arity ď r and a structure D similar to graphpAq˚, outputs a
structure D1 such that graphpAq˚
h
Ñ D iff A˚
h
Ñ D1.
Proof. The structureD1 has universe D1 “ AˆD. Each relation CD
1
a is defined as tauˆC
D
a ,
and for each relation symbol R of the structure of A, define RD
1
to be the set of all k-
tuples ppa1, d1q, . . . , pak, dkqq on D
1 such that k “ arpRq and for all i, j P rks, it holds that
pai, ajq P E
graphpAq˚ implies pdi, djq P E
D.
Suppose that e is a homomorphism from graphpA˚q to D. Then it is straightforward
to verify that e1 : AÑ D1 defined by e1paq “ pa, epaqq is a homomorphism from A˚ to D1.
Suppose that e1 is a homomorphism from A˚ to D1. By the definition of the relations
CD
1
a , each element a is mapped by e to an element of the form pa, dq with d P C
D
a . Define
e : A Ñ D so that, for each a P A, it holds that e1paq “ pa, epaqq. We have that e is
a homomorphism from graphpAq˚ to D: when pa, a1q P EgraphpAq
˚
, there exists a tuple
pa1, . . . , akq in a relation R
A
˚
of A˚ with a and a1 among its entries, so pepaq, epa1qq P ED
follows from the fact that e1 is a homomorphism and the definition of RD
1
.
Lemma 4.4. There exists a polynomial-time algorithm that, given a core A and a structure
D similar to A˚, outputs a structure D1 such that A˚
h
Ñ D iff A
h
Ñ D1.
Proof. Define D1 as the structure xtpa, dq P A ˆ D | d P CDa uy
AˆDσ , where Dσ denotes
the restriction of D to the vocabulary σ of A. (If the specified set of pairs is empty, the
algorithm outputs a fixed no instance.)
Suppose that e is a homomorphism from A˚ to D; then, the map e1 : A Ñ D1 defined
by e1paq “ pa, epaqq is straightforwardly verified to be a homomorphism from A to D1.
Suppose that e1 is a homomorphism fromA toD1. Here, for any homomorphism g1 from
A toD1, we let g1
1
: AÑ A and g1
2
: AÑ D denote the maps such that g1paq “ pg1
1
paq, g1
2
paqq
for each a P A. We have that e11 is a homomorphism from A to itself; since A is a core, e
1
1 is
a bijection. It follows that each finite power of e1
1
, and hence e1´1
1
, is a homomorphism from
A to itself. Composing e1´1
1
with e1, we obtain a homomorphism f 1 from A to D1 such that
f 11 is the identity map on A. By definition ofD
1, for each a P A it holds that f 12paq P C
D
a , and
for each R P σ and each tuple pa1, . . . , akq P R
A, it holds that pf2pa1q, . . . , f2pakqq P R
Dσ
by definition of D1. Hence f 12 is a homomorphism from A
˚ to D.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Assume that the problem p-HompAq is tractable via pf 1, g1q; we
show that the problem p-HompL˚q is tractable. Let r ě 1 be a bound on the arity of A.
As noted at the beginning of the section, our hypothesis on A implies that there exists
k ě 1 such that, for each graph G, there exists a structure A P A that corresponds to G,
by which we mean that the core C of A has a graph H “ graphpCq such that G has a
H-deconstruction pBhqhPH of width ď k.
The following pair pf, gq establishes the tractability of p-HompL˚q. Given an instance
pG˚,Bq thereof, the algorithm first performs a computation depending only on G˚. In
particular, it enumerates the structures in A until it finds a structure A P A that cor-
responds to G; it outputs the core C of A, the core’s graph H “ graphpCq, and the
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H-deconstruction pBhqhPH ofG having width ď k. All of this information plus the value of
f 1pAq is the output of fpG˚q. Then, g is defined to be the polynomial-time algorithm that
invokes the algorithm of Lemma 4.2 on pG˚,Dq to obtain an instance pH˚,D1q; invokes
the algorithm of Lemma 4.3 on pH˚,D1q to obtain an instance pC˚,D2q; and, then invokes
the algorithm of Lemma 4.4 on pC˚,D2q to obtain an instance pC,D3q. We have C
h
Ñ D3
if and only if A
h
Ñ D3. Thus, the algorithm invokes the algorithm g1 on pf 1pAq,D3q and
outputs the answer of this invocation.
5 Complexity classification
In this section we study the complexity of the parameterized homomorphism problems
associated to classes of structures A:
p-HompAq :“
 
pB, xAyq | A P A & A
h
Ñ B
(
.
Here, xAy is a natural number coding the structure A in some natural way. The goal of
this section is to show that the complexities of homomorphism problems are captured in
a strong sense by the hierarchy from Section 3, namely with respect to a computationally
very weak notion of reduction which we call quantifier-free after a pre-computation (qfap).
We recall some basic notions from parameterized complexity theory in the next subsec-
tion; define qfap-reductions in Section 5.2; and consider the homomorphism problem for
graph classes and subsequently for general classes of structures in Sections 5.3 and 5.4.
5.1 Parameterized and descriptive complexity
A parameterized problem Q is a subset of t0, 1u˚ ˆ N. By a classical problem we mean a
subset of t0, 1u˚. Given an instance px, kq of Q we refer to k as its parameter. The kth
slice of Q is the classical problem tx P t0, 1u˚ | px, kq P Qu.
Following [23], we say Q is in L after a pre-computation if there is a computable function
a : NÑ t0, 1u˚ and a classical problem P Ď t0, 1u˚ in L such that for all px, kq P t0, 1u˚ˆN
px, kq P Qðñ xx, apkqy P P,
where x¨, ¨y is some standard pairing function for binary strings. Equivalently, this means
that px, kq
?
P Q is decidable in space Opfpkq ` log nq for some computable f : N Ñ N.
The class of such problems is denoted para-L. This mode of speech makes sense not only
for L but for any classical complexity class, and we refer to [23] for the corresponding
theory. For example, FPT is the class of parameterized problems which are in P after a
pre-computation. A parameterized reduction from a parameterized problem Q to another
Q1 is a function r : t0, 1u˚ ˆ N Ñ t0, 1u˚ ˆ N such that there is a computable g : N Ñ N
such that for all px, kq P t0, 1u˚ ˆ N we have for px1, k1q :“ rppx, kqq that k1 ď gpkq and:
px, kq P Qðñ px1, k1q P Q1. If there is a computable f such that rppx, kqq is computable in
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space Opfpkq` log |x|q (on a Turing machine with write-only output tape), then we speak
of a pl-reduction.
In descriptive complexity one considers classical problems as isomorphism closed classes
of (finite) structures of some fixed vocabulary. In the parameterized setting we are led to
consider the slices of parameterized problems as such classes of structures.
Definition 5.1. A parameterized problem is a subset Q Ď STR ˆ N such that for every
k P N there is a vocabulary τk such that the k-th slice of Q, i.e. tA | pA, kq P Qu, is an
isomorphism closed class of τk-structures.
1 If there is r P N such that arpRq ď r for all
R P
Ť
k τk, we say that Q has bounded arity.
This definition is not in conflict with the mode of speech above if one views binary
strings as structures in the usual way. Flum and Grohe [22] transferred capturing results
(cf. [20, Chapter 7]) of classical descriptive complexity to the parameterized setting via the
concept of slicewise definability. Many parameterized classes could be characterized this
way [23, 13]. For example, a parameterized problem Q is slicewise FO-definable if there
exists a computable function d mapping every k P N to a first-order sentence dpkq defining
the k-th slice of Q (cf. [22]).
5.2 Reductions that are quantifier-free after a pre-computation
Central to descriptive complexity are first-order reductions which take a structure A to
the structure IpAq where I is a first-order interpretation (see e.g. [20, Chapter 12.3]). We
recall the definition (see e.g. [20, Chapter 11.2]).
Definition 5.2. Let σ, τ be (finite, relational) vocabularies and U be a unary relation sym-
bol outside τ . An interpretation (of τ in σ) is a sequence I “ pϕRqRPτ 9YtU,“u of σ-formulas
such that there exists w P N such that for all R P τ 9YtUu we have ϕR “ ϕRpx¯1, . . . , x¯arpRqq
and ϕ“ “ ϕ“px¯1, x¯2q where every x¯i is a tuple of w variables. The number w is the
dimension of I. The vocabularies σ and τ are the input and output vocabulary of I, re-
spectively. An interpretation is quantifier-free if all its formulas are. An interpretation I
determines the partial function from STRrσs into STRrτ s which maps a σ-structure A to
a τ -structure B if there exists a surjection f : ϕUpAq Ñ B such that for all R P τ and all
a¯1, a¯2, . . . P ϕUpAq:
A |ù ϕ“pa¯1, a¯2q ðñ fpa¯1q “ fpa¯2q;
A |ù ϕRpa¯1, . . . , a¯arpRqq ðñ fpa¯1q ¨ ¨ ¨ fpa¯arpRqq P R
B;
such a B, if it exists, is unique up to isomorphism; if no such B exists, the partial function
determined by I is not defined on A.
For technical reasons we extend this partial function to a partial function from STRrσsY
tHu to STRrτ s Y tHu by adding to its domain H as well as those A P STRrσs with
1 This slightly deviates from [23], where the τk’s are assumed to be pairwise equal and only ordered
structures are considered.
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ϕUpAq “ H; these additional arguments are all mapped to H. We denote the resulting
partial function again by I.
We need to agree upon a way how to consider pairs of structures as a single structure:
Definition 5.3. Given a pair pA,Bq of a σ-structure A and a τ -structure B, define the
structure xA,By by taking the disjoint union ofA andB and interpreting two new unary re-
lation symbols P1 and P2 by the (copies of the) universes ofA and B respectively. Naturally
here, the disjoint union ofA andB has universe pt1uˆAq 9Ypt2uˆBq and interprets R P σYτ
by RA Y RB where RA :“ H if R R σ and else RA :“ tpp1, a1q, . . . , p1, aarpRqqq | a¯ P R
Au;
RB is defined analogously. For k ě 3 many structures A1, . . . ,Ak we inductively set
xA1, . . . ,Aky :“ xxA1, . . . ,Ak´1y,Aky.
It is well-known that NP contains problems that are complete under quantifier-free
reductions, i.e. reductions computed by a quantifier-free interpretation I as above. Dawar
and He [17] transferred the notions to the parameterized setting and asked whether central
completeness results for the classes of the W-hierarchy exhibit a similar robustness. More
precisely, Dawar and He defined a parameterized reduction r from Q to Q1 to be slicewise
quantifier-free definable if there exists w P N and a computable function d that maps every
k P N to some quantifier-free interpretation dpkq of dimension w such that rppA, kqq “
dpkqppA, kqq; here, one views pA, kq in some suitable way as a single structure.
Definition 5.4. Let Q,Q1 be parameterized problems (Definition 5.1). For k P N let τk
be the vocabulary of the k-th slice of Q. A parameterized reduction r from Q to Q1 is
quantifier-free after a pre-computation if there are w P N and computable functions
– p : NÑ N
– a : NÑ STR
– d mapping k P N to a quantifier-free interpretation dpkq of dimension w,
such that for all pA, kq P STRrτks ˆ N:
– dpkq is defined on xapkq,Ay, and
– rppA, kqq “ pA1, k1q for A1 :“ dpkqpxapkq,Ayq and k1 :“ ppkq.
We write Q ďqfap Q
1 to indicate that such a reduction exists, and Q ”qfap Q
1 to indicate
that both Q ďqfap Q
1 and Q1 ďqfap Q.
Remark 5.5. Note that the new parameter ppkq is computed by p from k alone, a is the
pre-computation providing an auxiliary structure, and d provides the definition of the new
structure A1.
Remark 5.6. We allow a reduction r to output pH, k1q for some k1 P N. This is considered
to be a “no” instance of any parameterized problem. For example, in the definition above
we have rpA, kq “ pH, ppkqq if ϕUpAq “ H where we write dpkq “ pϕRqRPtU,“uY....
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Lemma 5.7. Let Q,Q1, Q2 be parameterized problems. If Q ďqfap Q
1 and Q1 ďqfap Q
2,
then Q ďqfap Q
2.
Proof. We need some folklore combinatorics concerning first-order interpretations. We give
some details in order to be clear about our special treatment of H.
Claim 1: For i P t1, 2u there is a dimension 1 quantifier-free interpretation Pri such that
PripxA1,A2yq is defined and isomorphic to Ai for all structures A1,A2.
We omit the easy proof.
Claim 2: Assume I, J are quantifier-free interpretations of dimensions w,w1 respectively,
and such that the output vocabulary of J contains the input vocabulary of I. Then
there is a quantifier-free interpretation pI ˝ Jq of dimension w ¨ w1 which is defined on a
structure A whenever both J is defined on A and I is defined on JpAq, and then outputs
pI ˝ JqpAq – IpJpAqq.
Notationally, we understand here that H – H.
Proof of Claim 2: Let I “ pϕRqR have dimension w and J “ pψSqS have dimension w
1.
Let σ be the input and τ be the output vocabulary of J . Associate with each variable xj
a w1-tuple x¯j of variables. For every τ -formula ψ “ ψpx1, x2, . . .q there is a σ-formula
Jpψq “ Jpψqpx¯1, x¯2, . . .q such that for all A P STRrσs with JpAq defined and ‰ H we have
for all a¯1, a¯2, . . . P ϕUpAq Ď A
w1:
A |ù Jpψqpa¯1, a¯2, . . .q ðñ JpAq |ù ψpfpa¯1q, fpa¯2q, . . .q;
here, f is a surjection from ϕUpAq onto the universe of JpAq witnessing that JpAq is
defined and ‰ H. The formula Jpψq is obtained from ψ by replacing atomic subfor-
mulas Sxi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xiarpSq and xi1 “ xi2 of ψ by ψSpx¯i1 , . . . , x¯iarpSqq and ϕ“px¯i1 , x¯i2q, respec-
tively. Then the interpretation pJpϕRqqR is as desired whenever IpAq ‰ H. To addi-
tionally ensure output H whenever JpAq “ H, replace the formula JpϕUqpx¯1, . . . , x¯wq by
JpϕUqpx¯1, . . . , x¯wq ^
Ź
iPrws ψUpx¯iq. %
Claim 3: Assume I, J are quantifier-free interpretations of dimensions w,w1 respectively.
Then there is a quantifier-free interpretation xI, Jy of dimension w ` w1 ` 2 which is
defined on a structure A whenever both I and J are defined on A, and then outputs
xI, JypAq – xIpAq, JpAqy.
Notationally, we understand here that xA,By “ H if A “ H or B “ H.
Proof of Claim 3: Write I “ pϕRqRPσYtU,“u and J “ pψRqRPτYtU,“u. Then xI, Jy is the
interpretation pχRqRPσYτYtP1,P2uYtU,“u defined as follows. Let x¯i range over w-tuples and y¯i
range over w1-tuples. Set
χUpx¯1y¯1uvq :“ ϕUpx¯1q ^ ψUpy¯1q,
χ“px¯1y¯1u1v1, x¯2y¯2u2v2q :“ pu1 “ v1 ^ u2 “ v2 ^ ϕ“px¯1, x¯2qq
_ pu1 ‰ v1 ^ u2 ‰ v2 ^ ψ“py¯1, y¯2qq,
χP1px¯y¯uvq :“ u “ v,
χP2px¯y¯uvq :“ u ‰ v.
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For R P σ Y τ define χRpx¯1y¯1u1v1, . . . , x¯arpRqy¯arpRquarpRqvarpRqq by
`
ϕRpx¯1, . . . , x¯arpRqq ^
Ź
iPrarpRqs ui “ vi
˘
_
`
ψRpy¯1, . . . , y¯arpRqq ^
Ź
iPrarpRqs ui ‰ vi
˘
,
where ϕR and ψR are inconsistent formulas if R P τzσ resp. R P σzτ . This interpretation is
as desired. In particular, if IpAq “ H or JpAq “ H, then ϕUpAq “ H resp. ψU pAq “ H,
and then χUpAq “ H, and hence xI, JypAq “ H. %
We now prove the lemma. Let pp, a, dq witness Q ďqfap Q
1 and pp1, a1, d1q witness
Q1 ďqfap Q
2 respectively. Define
– p˜pkq :“ p1pppkqq;
– a˜pkq :“ xapkq, a1pppkqqy;
– d˜pkq :“ d1pppkqq ˝ xPr2 ˝ Pr1, dpkq ˝ xPr1 ˝ Pr1,Pr2yy.
We claim pp˜, a˜, d˜q witnesses Q ďqfap Q
2. By construction the interpretations I ˝ J and
xI, Jy are computable from pI, Jq, and hence d˜ is computable. The dimensions of dpkq
and d1pppkqq are constant (independent of k), say, w and w1 respectively. Then it is easily
checked, that d˜pkq has constant dimension w1 ¨ p4w ` 3q.
Write A1 :“ dpkqpxapkq,Ayq, k1 :“ ppkq and A2 :“ d1pk1q
`
xa1pk1q,A1yq, k2 :“ p1pk1q.
Then pA, kq P Q if and only if pA2, k2q P Q2. It suffices to show that d˜pxa˜pkq,Ayq – A2.
But xPr1 ˝ Pr1,Pr2ypxa˜pkq,Ayq – xapkq,Ay, and pPr2 ˝ Pr1qpxa˜pkq,Ayq – a
1pppkqq.
Hence
d˜pkqpxa˜pkq,Ayq – d1pk1q
`
xa1pk1q, dpkqpxapkq,Ayqy
˘
– d1pk1q
`
xa1pk1q,A1yq “ A2,
as was to be shown.
Lemma 5.8. Let Q,Q1 be parameterized problems and assume Q1 has bounded arity. If
Q ďqfap Q
1, then Q ďpl Q
1.
Proof. Let pp, a, dq witness Q ďqfap Q
1. We need to explain how to compute the output
pA1, k1q of the reduction in parameterized logarithmic space; here k1 “ ppkq and A1 “
dpkqpxapkq,Ayq. The computation of ppkq, apkq and dpkq requires an amount of space that
depends on the parameter k only. We show how to compute an isomorphic copy of A1 from
(a binary encoding of) xapkq,Ay and dpkq in parameterized logarithmic space.
First note the following: for every formula ϕ “ ϕpx¯q from dpkq and for every length |x¯|
tuple a¯ from the universe A˜ of xapkq,Ay one can decide in space Op|ϕ| log |ϕ| ` log |A˜|q
whether xapkq,Ay |ù ϕpa¯q. Indeed, if w is the dimension of dpkq and r bounds the arity
of Q1, then ϕ has at most rw many variables x¯, and this is an absolute constant.
We compute a copy of A1 with universe rms for m “ |A1|. The binary encoding of the
structure xapkq,Ay determines a linear order on A˜, and this induces a lexicographic order
on finite tuples over A˜. To compute m, cycle through all a¯ P A˜w in lexicographic order and
increase a counter whenever a¯ passes the following check: check that xapkq,Ay |ù ϕUpa¯q,
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and check that there is no a¯1 P A˜w lexicographically smaller a¯ and such that xapkq,Ay |ù
pϕ“pa¯, a¯
1q ^ ϕUpa¯
1qq. The latter check is done by cycling through all a¯1 P A˜w.
Using a similar loop, one can determine, given i P rms, the i-th tuple a¯ passing the check;
we denote this tuple by a¯i. Now, to determine the bits of the encoding of the copy of A
1,
it is sufficient to determine, given a relation symbol R and a tuple ı¯ “ pi1, . . . , iarpRqq from
rmsarpRq, whether ı¯ satisfies the interpretation of R over rms. This is done by computing
a¯i1 , . . . , a¯iarpRq and checking whether xapkq,Ay |ù ϕRpa¯i1 , . . . , a¯iarpRqq.
Convention For technical reasons we need to consider homomorphism problems p-HompAq
also for classes A which are not necessarily decidable. In such a case we slightly abuse
notation and write p-HompAq ďqfap Q for a parameterized problem Q to mean that there
are partially computable functions p, a, d whose domain contains txAy | A P Au such that
for all A P A and similar B we have that dpxAyqpxapxAyq,Byq “: B1 is defined and:
A
h
Ñ B ðñ pB1, ppxAyqq P Q.
5.3 Homomorphism problems for graph classes
Let G,H be computably enumerable classes of graphs. In this subsection we show that
the associated homomorphism problems p-HompG˚q and p-HompH˚q are ”qfap-equivalent
if the graph classes G and H are ”-equivalent:
Theorem 5.9. If G ĺ H, then p-HompG˚q ďqfap p-HompH
˚q.
Proof. Choose w such that graphs in G have H-deconstructions of width at most w. Using
that H is computably enumerable, it is not hard to see that there is an algorithm that
computes given G P G a graph H P H and an H-deconstruction pBhqhPH of G of width
at most w. Given an instance pB, xG˚yq of p-HompG˚q with G P G and B similar to G˚
the reduction outputs pB1, xH˚yq where H P H is as above and B1 is defined as follows.
Assume first that all bags Bh, h P H, are nonempty.
For ℓ P N let PHpG˚,B, ℓq denote the set of pairs
pg1 ¨ ¨ ¨ gℓ, b1 ¨ ¨ ¨ bℓq P G
ℓ ˆBℓ
such that tpg1, b1q, . . . , pgℓ, bℓqu is a partial homomorphism from G
˚ to B. For each h P H
choose a tuple g¯h :“ gh1 ¨ ¨ ¨ g
h
w P G
w that lists the elements of Bh. Note that PHpG
˚,B, ℓq
is empty only if pB, xG˚yq is a “no”-instance of p-HompG˚q. If PHpG˚,B, ℓq is non-empty
it carries a structure B1 defined as follows:
B1 :“ PHpG˚,B, wq,
EB
1
:“
 
ppg¯, b¯q, pg¯1, b¯1qq P PHpG˚,B, wq2 | pg¯g¯1, b¯b¯1q P PHpG˚,B, 2wq
(
,
CB
1
h :“
 
pg¯, b¯q P PHpG˚,B, wq | g¯ “ g¯h
(
, for h P H.
We claim that
G˚
h
Ñ B ðñ H˚
h
Ñ B1.
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If f is a homomorphism from G˚ to B, then h ÞÑ pg¯h, fpg¯hqq is a homomorphism
from H˚ to B1. Conversely, suppose that f 1 is a homomorphism from H˚ to B1. If f 1 maps
h P H to pg¯, b¯q P B1, let fh be the map tpg1, b1q, . . . , pgw, bwqu. Note that dompf
hq “ Bh
because f 1 preserves the colours Ch. Any two such maps f
h and fh
1
are compatible in
the sense that they agree on arguments on which they are both defined: indeed, if a P
dompfhq X dompfh
1
q then a P Bh and a P Bh1, so there is a path in H from h to h
1; if
fhpaq ‰ fh
1
paq then there exists neighbors h0, h1 on this path such that f
h0paq ‰ fh1paq;
then fh0 Y fh1 is not a function, and in particular pf 1ph0q, f
1ph1qq R E
B1; as ph0, h1q P E
H
this contradicts f 1 being a homomorphism. Therefore and since every g P G appears in
some Bh, f :“
Ť
hPH f
h is a function from G to B. To verify it is a homomorphism we
show that it preserves E; that is preserves the colours Cg can be seen similary. So, given
an edge pg, g1q P EG we have to show pfpgq, fpg1qq P EB. Choose ph, h1q P reflpEHq such
that tg, g1u P Bh Y Bh1. Then f
h Y fh
1
is a partial homomorphism from G˚ to B: this is
clear if h “ h1; otherwise ph, h1q P EH, so pf 1phq, f 1ph1qq P EB
1
and it follows by definition
of EB
1
that fhYfh
1
is a partial homomorphism. But fhYfh
1
is defined on g, g1, so fhYfh
1
and hence f maps pg, g1q to an edge in EB.
We are left to show that there is a quantifier-free interpretation producing B1 from
xG˜,By for some structure G˜ computable from G˚. For G˜ we take the expansion of G˚
that interprets for every h P H a w-ary relation symbol Bh by tg¯
hu. For w-tuples of
variables x¯ “ x1 ¨ ¨ ¨xw and y¯ “ y1 ¨ ¨ ¨ yw consider the formula
phwpx¯, y¯q :“
Ź
iPrws P1xi ^
Ź
iPrws P2yi ^
Ź
pi,i1qPrws2pxi “ xi1 Ñ yi “ yi1q
^
Ź
pi,i1qPrws2pExixi1 Ñ Eyiyi1q ^
Ź
iPrws
Ź
gPGpCgxi Ñ Cgyiq.
Let ph2w be similarly defined for 2w-tuples. Then define
ϕUpx¯y¯q :“ ph
wpx¯, y¯q
ϕ“px¯y¯, x¯
1y¯1q :“
Ź
iPrwspxi “ x
1
i ^ yi “ y
1
iq
ϕEpx¯y¯, x¯
1y¯1q :“ ph2wpx¯x¯1, y¯y¯1q
ϕChpx¯y¯q :“ Bhx¯,
for h P H . This is a quantifier-free interpretation I of dimension 2w such that IpxG˜,Byq
is defined and equals H if PHpG˚,B, wq “ H, and otherwise equals B1. This finishes the
proof for the case that the bags Bh, h P H, are nonempty.
In the general case we can assume that any Bh is nonempty whenever there exists
h1 P H in the connected component of h in H such that Bh1 ‰ H. Thus we can assume
that H is the disjoint union of H0 and H1 such that Bh ‰ H for all h P H0 and Bh “ H
for all h P H1. As seen above we get a B
1 such that either B1 “ H and pB, xG˚yq is a
“no”-instance of p-HompG˚q, or B1 is a structure such that
G˚
h
Ñ B ðñ H˚
0
h
Ñ B1.
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Define B2 as follows using a new vertex b2 R B1:
B2 :“ B1 Y tb2u,
EB
2
:“ EB
1
Y tpb2, b2qu,
CB
2
h :“
"
CB
1
h , h P H0
tb2u , h P H1
;
in case B1 “ H we understand here that the sets B1, EB
1
, CB
1
h are empty.
It is straightforward to check that B2 can be defined by a quantifier-free interpretation:
e.g. as formula ϕUpx¯y¯q one may now take
phwpx¯, y¯q _
Ź
iPrwspCg0xi ^ xi “ yi ^ P1xiq,
for some fixed vertex g0 P G. Furthermore, it is easy to see that
H˚
0
h
Ñ B1 ðñ H˚
h
Ñ B2,
if B1 ‰ H; if B1 “ H, then H˚
h
Ñ B2 fails. Therefore pG˚,Bq ÞÑ pH˚,B2q is a reduction
from p-HompG˚q to p-HompH˚q as desired.
5.4 Homomorphism problems for classes of arbitrary structures
Let A be a computably enumerable class of structures.
Theorem 5.10. Suppose A has bounded arity. Let G denote the class of graphs from the
hierarchy (˚) having the property that G ” graphpcorepAqq. Then
p-HompAq ”qfap p-HompG
˚q.
Thus, the complexity of p-HompAq is determined in a strong sense by the level which
the graph class graphpcorepAqq takes in our hierarchy. For example, because the reductions
are weaker than fpt-reductions it is the level graphpcorepAqq takes in our hierarchy what
determines whether p-HompAq is W[1]-complete or fixed-parameter tractable (cf. [27]),
and because it is weaker than pl-reductions this level determines whether p-HompAq is in
para-L or PATH or TREE (cf. [11]).
We divide the proof into a sequence of lemmas. The first two of them are analogues
of Lemmas 4.4 and 4.3. It is straightforward, and left to the reader, to verify that these
reductions are quantifier-free after a pre-computation.
Lemma 5.11. If A is a class of cores, then p-HompA˚q ďqfap p-HompAq.
Lemma 5.12. p-HompgraphpAq˚q ďqfap p-HompA
˚q.
Corollary 5.13. p-HompAq ”qfap p-HompcorepAq
˚q.
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Proof. By Lemma 5.7 it suffices to establish the following sequence of reductions:
p-HompAq ďqfap p-HompcorepAq
˚q ďqfap p-HompcorepAqq ďqfap p-HompAq.
To see p-HompAq ďqfap p-HompcorepAq
˚q, map an instance pB, xAyq with A P A to
pB1, xcorepAq˚yq where B1 expands B interpeting Ca, a P A, by C
B1
a :“ B. It is easy
to see that this is quantifier-free after a pre-computation. That p-HompcorepAq˚q ďqfap
p-HompcorepAqq follows from Lemma 5.11. Finally, to see p-HompcorepAqq ďqfap p-HompAq
we use (here and only here) that A is computably enumerable: this ensures that there exists
a partially computable function p such that for all A P corepAq we have that ppxAyq is the
code of a structure in A whose core is A; the reduction then maps pB, xAyq to pB, ppxAyqq.
Again it is clear that this is quantifier-free after a pre-computation.
We show a partial converse to Lemma 5.12. This is the technically most involved step
in the proof of Theorem 5.10.
Lemma 5.14. If A has bounded arity, then p-HompA˚q ďqfap p-HompgraphpAq
˚q.
Proof. We consider two cases depending on whether or not graphpAq has bounded treewidth.
Case 1: Suppose graphpAq has unbounded treewidth. Then L ĺ graphpAq by the
Hierarchy Theorem. By Theorem 5.9 we get p-HompL˚q ďqfap p-HompgraphpAq
˚q. Since
trivially p-HompH˚q ďqfap p-HompL
˚q for every class of graphs H it suffices to show
p-HompA˚q ďqfap p-HompH
˚q for some class of graphs H. In fact, we show that for every
A with bounded arity (not necessarily of the form A˚) there exists a class of graphs H
such that p-HompAq ďqfap p-HompH
˚q.
Let σ be a vocabulary and A be a σ-structure. We define the following graph inpAq “
pLpAq 9YRpAq, EinpAqq, reminiscent of the incidence graph. Its universe has “left” vertices
LpAq :“
 
pR, a¯, iq | R P σ, a¯ P RA, i P rarpRqs
(
together with “right” vertices RpAq :“ A; for notational simplicity we assume that LpAqX
RpAq “ H. Its edges EinpAq are also devided into two kinds, namely we have edges “on
the left” between pR, a¯, iq P LpAq and pR, a¯, i1q P LpAq for i ‰ i1 together with “left to
right” edges between pR, a1 ¨ ¨ ¨ aarpRq, iq P LpAq and ai P RpAq.
Given A P A and a structure B, say both of vocabulary σ, define the following structure
B1. It expands inpBq to a structure interpreting the language of inpAq˚. Namely, for
pR, a¯, iq P LpAq we set
CB
1
pR,a¯,iq :“
 
pR, b¯, iq | R P σ, b¯ P RB, i P rarpRqs
(
,
a subset of LpBq, and for a P RpAq we set CB
1
a :“ RpBq “ B.
We claim that pA,Bq ÞÑ pinpAq˚,B1q is a reduction as desired. We first show that
A
h
Ñ B ðñ inpAq˚
h
Ñ B1.
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To see the forward direction, assume h is a homomorphism from A to B. Define
h1 : LpAq Y RpAq Ñ B1 “ LpBq Y RpBq setting h1paq :“ hpaq P RpBq for a P RpAq and
h1ppR, a¯, iqq :“ pR, hpa¯q, iq P LpBq for pR, a¯, iq P LpAq. Note that indeed pR, hpa¯q, iq P LpBq
because hpa¯q P RB as h is a homomorphism. It also follows that h1 preserves the colours
CpR,a¯,iq; that it preserves the colours Ca is clear. It is also clear that it preserves edges “on
the left”. Finally consider a “left to right” edge between pR, a1 ¨ ¨ ¨ aarpRq, iq P LpAq and
ai P RpAq. Then ph
1ppR, a¯, iqq, h1paiqq “ ppR, hpa¯q, iq, hpaiqq and this is in E
B “ EB
1
.
Conversely, let h1 be a homomorphism from inpAq˚ to B1 and let h be its restriction
to RpAq “ A. Since h1 preserves the colours Ca, a P A, the function h takes values in
RpBq “ B. We claim h is a homomorphism from A to B. Let a¯ “ a1 ¨ ¨ ¨ aarpRq P R
A for
R P σ. For each i P rarpRqs there exists a tuple b¯i P R
B such that h1ppR, a¯, iqq “ pR, b¯i, iq
because h1 preserves the colour CpR,a¯,iq. But, in fact, b¯ :“ b¯i does not depend on i: if there
would be i, i1 P rarpRqs such that b¯i ‰ b¯i1 , then h
1 would not preserve the edge “on the left”
between pR, a¯, iq and pR, a¯, i1q. It now suffices to show that b¯ “ hpa¯q, that is, bi “ hpaiq
for all i P rarpRqs (where we write b¯ “ b1 ¨ ¨ ¨ barpRq). If this would fail for i P rarpRqs,
then ppR, b¯, iq, hpaiqq “ ph
1pR, a¯, iq, h1paiqq R E
inpBq “ EB
1
while ppR, a¯, iq, aiq P E
inpAq,
contradicting that h1 is a homomorphism.
Thus, pA,Bq ÞÑ pinpAq˚,B1q defines a parameterized reduction from p-HompAq to
p-HompinpAq˚q where inpAq :“ tinpAq | A P Au is a class of graphs. We are left to show
that this reduction is quantifier-free after a pre-computation. It is here where we are going
to use the assumption that A has bounded arity.
It suffices to show that some isomorphic copy of B1 can be produced from xA1,By by
a suitable interpretation I where A1 is some auxiliary structure. It will be clear that I
and A1 are computable from xAy. The dimension of I is r ` 1 where r ě 1 bounds the
arity of A. If A has vocabulary σ, the auxiliary structure A1 is pt0u Y pσ ˆ rrsqq˚, i.e.
take the H-structure with universe t0u Y pσ ˆ rrsq and add colours for the elements. The
interpretation produces the isomorphic copy of B1 where pR, b¯, iq P LpBq is replaced by
ppR, iq, b¯0¯q where 0¯ is a pr ´ arpRqq-tuple of 0s. Similarly, b P RpBq “ B is replaced by b0¯
with an r-tuple of 0s. Recall, B1 has vocabulary
tCpR,a¯,iq | pR, a¯, iq P LpAqu Y tCa | a P RpAqu Y tEu.
Letting x¯ “ x1 ¨ ¨ ¨xr and x¯
1 “ x1
1
¨ ¨ ¨x1r be r-tuples of variables, the interpretation I reads
as follows. For R P σ, i P rarpRqs set
leftR,ipzx¯q :“ P1z ^ CpR,iqz ^Rx1 ¨ ¨ ¨xarpRq ^
Ź
jPrrszrarpRqspP1xj ^ C0xjq,
rightpzx¯q :“ P2z ^
Ź
jPrrspP1xj ^ C0xjq,
and define
ϕUpzx¯q :“
Ž
RPσ
Ž
iPrarpRqs leftR,ipzx¯q _ rightpzx¯q,
ϕCpR,a¯,iqpzx¯q :“ leftR,ipzx¯q,
ϕCapzx¯q :“ rightpzx¯q,
ϕEpzx¯, z
1x¯1q :“ ϕ1Epzx¯, z
1x¯1q _ ϕ1Epz
1x¯1, zx¯q,
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where ϕ1Epzx¯, z
1x¯1q is
Ž
RPσ
Ž
iPrarpRqs
´`
leftR,ipzx¯q ^
Ž
i1Prrsztiu leftR,i1pz
1x¯1q ^
Ź
jPrrs xj “ x
1
j
˘
_
`
leftR,ipzx¯q ^ rightpz
1x¯1q ^ z1 “ xi
˘¯
.
Case 2: Suppose graphpAq has bounded treewidth. Then graphpAq ĺ T and by the
Hierarchy Theorem there exists a class of forests H such that graphpAq ” H. Moreover, we
can assume thatH is computably enumerable and closed under deleting proper (connected)
components since so are the classes of graphs listed in this theorem. Theorem 5.9 implies
that p-HompgraphpAq˚q ”qfap p-HompH
˚q, so it suffices to show
p-HompA˚q ďqfap p-HompH
˚q.
Arguing as in Proposition 3.10 (2), one sees that there is a w such that for every
A P A there exists H P H such that graphpAq has an H-decomposition. Given an instance
pB, xA˚yq of p-HompA˚q with A˚ P A˚ compute H P H and a H-decomposition pBhqhPH of
graphpAq of width w. As in the proof of Theorem 5.9 we can assume that each component
of H either has all its bags empty or all its bags nonempty. We can even assume that all
bags are nonempty - otherwise use the above closure assumption on H and throw away
all components with empty bags. Define B1 as in the proof of Theorem 5.9, now with A˚
replacing G˚ there. We show
A˚
h
Ñ B ðñ H˚
h
Ñ B1.
The direction from left to right is seen as in the proof of Theorem 5.9. Conversely, let f 1 be
a homomorphism from H˚ to B1 and let A0 be a component of A. Choose a component,
i.e. a tree, H0 of H such that pBh X A0qhPH0 is a tree decomposition of graphpA0q. For
h P H0 define f
h
0 as in the proof of Theorem 5.9. Again we show that f0 :“
Ť
hPH0
fh0 is a
homomorphism from A0 to B. To see this, let R be a relation symbol in the vocabulary
of A and a¯ P RA0 . Then the components of a¯ form a clique in graphpA0q. It is well-known
for tree decompositions, that cliques are contained in some bag (see e.g. [6, Lemma 4]),
that is, there is h P H0 such that Bh contains all components of a¯. As f
h
0
is a partial
homomorphism from A0 to B and contains a¯ in its domain, we get f
h
0
pa¯q “ f0pa¯q P R
B as
desired.
That pA˚,Bq ÞÑ pH˚,B1q is quantifier-free after a pre-computation is seen as in the
proof of Theorem 5.9.
The last two lemmas imply:
Corollary 5.15. If A has bounded arity, then
p-HompA˚q ”qfap p-HompgraphpAq
˚q.
Proof of Theorem 5.10. Note that with A also corepAq is computably enumerable. Thus
p-HompAq ”qfap p-HompcorepAq
˚q ”qfap p-HompgraphpcorepAqq
˚q
by Corollaries 5.13 and 5.15. Now apply Theorem 5.9.
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6 Pebble games
Following the motivation given in the introduction, this section presents pebble games
which can and will be used to solve the homomorphism problems associated with the lower
levels of the hierarchy (Theorem 3.16). We consider pebble games (cf. [20, Section 3.3])
played by two players, Spoiler and Duplicator on two similar structures A,B. Let us call
a tuple v “ pp1, . . . , prq P N
r for r ě 1 a game vector with r rounds and
ř
iPrrs pi pebbles.
Informally speaking, the game has r rounds; in the ith round, Spoiler places ď pi many
pebbles on elements of A and Duplicator responds placing equally many pebbles on B;
Duplicator wins if in the end the correspondence between pebbled elements is a partial
homomorphism from A to B.
Formally, we define a Duplicator winning strategy for the v-game on pA,Bq to be a
sequence pW1, . . . ,Wrq of sets of partial homomorphisms from A to B such that:
• For all S Ď A with |S| ď p1, the set W1 contains a mapping with domain S.
• For all i P rr ´ 1s, g P Wi and supersets S of dompgq with |Szdompgq| ď pi`1, there
is an extension g1 PWi`1 of g with domain S.
We write A
v
Ñ B to indicate that such a strategy exists.
This section’s first main theorem provides a decidable characterization of the homo-
morphism problems arising from a single structure that are solved by the v-game. We
say that the v-game solves p-HompAq if for any instance pA,Bq thereof, the existence of
a Duplicator winning strategy for the v-game (on the instance) implies that there is a
homomorphism from A to B.
Let v “ pp1, . . . , prq be a game vector. A v-decomposition of a graph G is an H-
decomposition pBhqhPH such that:
• H is a rooted forest of height ă r,
• |Bh| ď p1 for all nodes h of H at level 1,
• Bh Ď Bh1 and |Bh1zBh| ď pi`1 for all nodes h, h
1 ofH at levels i and i`1, respectively,
with ph, h1q P EH.
The level of a node h in H is the number of vertices in the unique path from the root (of
h’s component) to h. So, roots are considered to be at level 1.
Theorem 6.1. Let A be a structure, and v be a game vector. The following are equivalent.
1. The v-game solves p-HomptAuq.
2. The graph graphpcorepAqq has a v-decomposition.
This theorem immediately implies that, given a structure A and a game vector v, it is
decidable whether or not the v-game solves p-HomptAuq. Another immediate consequence
of this theorem is that for any class of structures A, the v-game solves p-HompAq if and
only if each graph of the form graphpcorepAqq, with A P A, has a v-decomposition.
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We will provide the proof of this theorem after presenting two further theorems built on
it. These two theorems analyze two natural measures associated with our pebble games:
number of pebbles and number of rounds. We show that these two measures correspond
exactly (˘1) to tree depth and stack depth; this is made precise as follows.
Theorem 6.2 (Correspondence between number of pebbles and tree depth). Let A be a
class of structures, let G denote graphpcorepAqq, and let n ě 1. The following are equivalent.
1. There exists a game vector v with n pebbles such that the v-game solves p-HompAq.
2. The p1, . . . , 1qloooomoooon
n times
-game solves p-HompAq.
3. The class G has tree depth ă n.
Proof. (1 ô 2): The implication from 2 to 1 is immediate. To prove that 1 implies 2, let
v “ pp1, . . . , prq be a game vector with
ř
iPrrs pi “ n; it suffices to show that if there is a
Duplicator winning strategyW1, . . . ,Wn for the p1, . . . , 1q-game, then there is a Duplicator
winning strategy for the v-game. The sequence Wp1,Wp1`p2 , . . . ,Wp1`¨¨¨`pr is straightfor-
wardly verified to be a Duplicator winning strategy for the v-game.
(2 ô 3): By appeal to Theorem 6.1, it suffices to show that each graph in G has
a p1, . . . , 1q-decomposition if and only if condition 3 holds. For the forward direction,
let pBhqhPH be a p1, . . . , 1q-decomposition of a graph G P G with respect to the rooted
forest H. We process H by removing any vertex h P H with Bh “ H and by contracting
together adjacent vertices h, h1 P H with Bh “ Bh1, We obtain that each root of H has
|Bh| “ 1 and that each node h
1 having a parent h satisfies Bh1 Ě Bh and |Bh1| “ |Bh| ` 1.
Rename each root h1 P H by the unique element in Bh1 and rename each h
1 P H with
a parent h by the unique element that is in Bh1zBh; then, it holds that the new H has
height ă n, and witnesses that the tree depth of G is ă n. For the backward direction,
let T be a rooted tree of height ă n witnessing that a component C of a graph G P G
has tree depth ă n. Then C has a p1, . . . , 1q-decomposition given by pBtqtPT defined by
Bt “ ta | a is an ancestor of tu; this is straightforwardly verified. Combining the p1, . . . , 1q-
decompositions of the components of G, we obtain the desired decomposition of G.
Theorem 6.3 (Correspondence between number of rounds and stack depth). Let A be a
class of structures, let G denote graphpcorepAqq, and let r ě 0. The following are equivalent.
1. There exists a game vector v with r`1 rounds such that the v-game solves p-HompAq.
2. G ĺ Fr.
3. The class G has bounded tree depth and has stack depth ď r.
Proof. (1 ô 2): By appeal to Theorem 6.1, it suffices to show that each graph in G has a
v-decomposition if and only if G ĺ Fr. For the forward direction, let v “ pp1, . . . , pr`1q.
By definition, a v-decomposition is a H-decomposition for a rooted forest H of height ď r.
Also, it follows from the definition that each bag Bh has size |Bh| ď p1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` pr. Thus G
has Fr-decompositions of bounded width, and by Proposition 3.10, we obtain G ĺ Fr.
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For the backward direction, by Proposition 3.10, there exists w ě 1 such that G has
Fr-decompositions of width ă w. When H P Fr and pBhqhPH is a H-decomposition of
width ă w for a graph G, define pB1hqhPH by B
1
h “
Ť
aBa where the union is over all
ancestors a of h. It is readily seen that pB1hqhPH is a pw, . . . , wqloooomoooon
r`1
-decomposition of G.
(2 ô 3): By Proposition 3.17, whenever condition 2 holds, G has bounded tree depth.
Hence, the desired equivalence follows from Lemma 3.23.
6.1 Proof of Theorem 6.1
To prove Theorem 6.1 we need to develop the theory of the introduced pebble games.
Proposition 6.4. The
v
Ñ relation is transitive, that is, when A, B, and C are similar
structures, if A
v
Ñ B and B
v
Ñ C, then A
v
Ñ C.
Proof. Let W1, . . . ,Wr be a Duplicator winning strategy for the v-game on pA,Bq, and let
V1, . . . , Vr be a Duplicator winning strategy for the v-game on pB,Cq. For each i P rrs,
define Ui to be the set tg ˝ f | f P Wi, g P Vi, dompgq “ impfqu. It is straightforward to
verify that U1, . . . , Ur is a Duplicator winning strategy for the v-game on pA,Cq.
Proposition 6.5. If A and B are structures such that there exists a homomorphism h
from A to B, then for any game vector v, there is a Duplicator winning strategy for the
v-game on pA,Bq.
Proof. Such a strategy is given by taking Wi to be the set containing each restriction of h
to a subset S Ď A with |S| ď p1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` pi.
Theorem 6.6. Let v “ pp1, . . . , prq be a game vector, let T,B be similar structures, and
assume that graphpTq has a v-decomposition. If there exists a Duplicator winning strategy
for the v-game on pT,Bq, then there is a homomorphism from T to B.
Proof. Let H be a forest such that pBhqhPH gives a v-decomposition of graphpTq. For each
h P H , we define a map fh from Bh to B that is a partial homomorphism from T to B, in
the following inductive manner. Let W1, . . . ,Wr be a Duplicator winning strategy for the
v-game. For each root h0 of H, define fh0 to be a map in W1 that is defined on Bh0 . When
node h1 is the child (inH) of a node h at level i having fh defined, we define fh1 to be a map
in Wi`1 that is defined on Bh1 and that extends fh; such a map exists by the definition of
Duplicator winning strategy and by the definition of v-decomposition. For every element
t P T , by the definition of H-decomposition, there exists an h P H such that t P dompfhq.
If for an element t P T it holds that t P dompfhq X dompfh1q where h is the parent of h
1 in
H, by the way in which we defined the mappings fh, fh1, it holds that fhptq “ fh1ptq. It
follows by the connectivity condition of a decomposition that for any h, h1 P H such that
t P dompfhq X dompfh1q, one has fhptq “ fh1ptq. Thus f :“
Ť
hPH fh is a map from T to B,
and in fact a homomorphism from T to B: for any tuple of a relation of T, its entries are
contained in a bag Bh, and f extends fh, which is a partial homomorphism from T to B
defined on Bh.
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For each structure A and each game vector v “ pp1, . . . , prq, we define the structure
TvpAq as follows. Let us say that a tuple pC1, . . . , Cmq is a set vector (of v in A) if
1 ď m ď r, C1 Ď ¨ ¨ ¨ Ď Cm Ď A, |C1| ď p1, and for each i P rm ´ 1s, it holds that
|Ci`1zCi| ď pi`1. Let S “ Spv, Aq be the set of all set vectors of v in A. For a set
vector s “ pC1, . . . , Cmq, when a P Cm, define upa, sq to be the smallest prefix of s with
a P C|upa,sq| (equivalently, with a P C|upa,sq| X ¨ ¨ ¨ X Cm), and define Bs to be the set
tpa, upa, sqq | a P Cmu. The universe of TvpAq is
Ť
sPS Bs, and every symbol R from the
vocabulary of A is interpreted by
ď
sPS
!
ppa1, u1q, . . . , paarpRq, uarpRqqq P B
arpRq
s | pa1, . . . , aarpRqq P R
A
)
.
Proposition 6.7. For every game vector v and every structure A, the graph graphpTvpAqq
has a v-decomposition.
Proof. We use the notation in the definition of TvpAq above. One can naturally define a
forest with vertices S (the set of all set vectors of v in A) by making two vectors s, s1 P S
adjacent if and only if s1 extends s by one entry (or vice-versa). Taking as roots the length
1 set vectors, this gives a rooted forest S. We claim that with respect to this rooted forest,
pBsqsPS is a v-decomposition of graphpTvpAqq.
Let ppa, uq, pa1, u1qq P reflpEgraphpTvpAqqq. If pa, uq “ pa1, u1q, then tpa, uq, pa1, u1qu P Bu. If
ppa, uq, pa1, u1qq P EgraphpTvpAqq, then there are s P S, pa1, . . . , aarpRqq P R
A and i, j P rarpRqs
such that pa, uq “ pai, upai, sqq and pa
1, u1q “ paj , upaj, sqq. Assume |upai, sq| ď |upaj, sq|
(the case |upaj, sq| ď |upai, sq| is symmetric). Then a P C|u| Ď C|u1| Q a
1, so ta, a1u P C|u1|
and hence pa, uq, pa1, u1q P Bu1. To see connectivity of the decomposition, note that every
pa, uq appears precisely in those Bs such that u is a prefix of s, and the set of these s is
connected in S. Thus pBsqsPS is an S-decomposition of graphpTvpAqq.
Further, every root of S is a length 1 set vector s “ pCq, so |C| “ |Bs| ď p1. If s
ands s1 are adjacent of levels i and i ` 1 respectively, then s has length i and s1 extends
s “ pC1, . . . , Ciq by a set C. Then |Bs1zBs| “ |CzCi| ď pi`1. Thus pBsqsPS is a v-
decomposition of TvpAq.
Proposition 6.8. For each game vector v and each structure A, there is a homomorphism
from TvpAq to A.
Proof. The homomorphism is the projection onto the first coordinate, that is, the mapping
that sends an element pa, uq of the universe of TvpAq to a.
Theorem 6.9. Let A,B be similar structures with vocabulary σ, and let v “ pp1, . . . , prq
be a game vector. The following are equivalent.
1. There exists a Duplicator winning strategy for the v-game on pA,Bq.
2. For every σ-structure T such that graphpTq has a v-decomposition: if there is a
homomorphism from T to A, then there is a homomorphism from T to B.
3. There exists a homomorphism from TvpAq to B.
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Proof. (1ñ 2): Suppose thatA
v
Ñ B andT
h
Ñ A and that graphpTq has a v-decomposition.
We have to show T
h
Ñ B. By Proposition 6.5, we have T
v
Ñ A. By Proposition 6.4, we
have T
v
Ñ B. We obtain T
h
Ñ B by Theorem 6.6.
(2 ñ 3): This is immediate from Propositions 6.7 and 6.8.
(3 ñ 1): Let h be a homomorphism from TvpAq to B. For each i P rrs, define
Wi “ th
`
s | s is a set vector of length iu where h
`
s is the map defined on π1pBsq that takes
a P π1pBsq to hpa, upa, sqq. By the definition of TvpAq, each Wi contains only partial
homomorphisms.
We verify that theWi give a Duplicator winning strategy, as follows. First, when C Ď A
and |C| ď p1, we have that W1 contains a map defined on C, via the set vector s “ pCq.
Next, suppose that i P rr ´ 1s, that g P Wi, and that C is a superset of dompgq with
|Czdompgq| ď pi`1. By the definition of Wi, there exists a set vector s of length i such
that g “ h`s . Let s
1 be equal to the length pi ` 1q set vector that extends s with C. The
mapping h`s1 has domain C, and extends h
`
s “ g because for each a P dompgq, it holds that
upa, sq “ upa, s1q.
Let A be a structure, and let v be a game vector. Let HompAq denote the classical
problem tB | A
h
Ñ Bu. We say that the v-game solves HompAq if for every structure
B similar to A, the existence of a Duplicator winning strategy for the v-game on pA,Bq
implies that there is a homomorphism from A to B. For a class of structures A, we say
that the v-game solves p-HompAq if, for each A P A, the v-game solves HompAq.
Theorem 6.10 (Generalization of Theorem 6.1). Let A be a structure, and let v “
pp1, . . . , prq be a game vector. The following are equivalent.
1. The v-game solves HompAq.
2. There exists a homomorphism from A to TvpAq.
3. The graph graphpcorepAqq has a v-decomposition.
Proof. (1 ñ 2): By the equivalence of 1 and 3 in Theorem 6.9, and the trivial fact that
TvpAq
h
Ñ TvpAq we have A
v
Ñ TvpAq. Then A
h
Ñ TvpAq by the assumption that the
v-game solves p-HompAq.
(2 ñ 3): If A
h
Ñ TvpAq then there is a homomorphism h from corepAq to TvpAq. By
Proposition 6.8 TvpAq
h
Ñ A, and clearly A
h
Ñ corepAq, so there is a a homomorphism h1
from TvpAq to corepAq. It follows that h
1 ˝ h is a homomorphism from corepAq to itself
and thus has to be injective. Hence h is injective. By Proposition 6.7, we know that
TvpAq has a v-decomposition pBsqsPS. It is straightforward to verify that pB
1
sqsPS defined
by B1s “ ta P corepAq | hpaq P Bsu is a v-decomposition of graphpcorepAqq; here, corepAq
denotes the universe of corepAq.
(3 ñ 1): Suppose graphpcorepAqq has a v-decomposition and A
v
Ñ B; we want to show
that A
h
Ñ B. Since corepAq
h
Ñ A, we have corepAq
v
Ñ A (by Proposition 6.5). By the
transitivity of
v
Ñ (Proposition 6.4), we have corepAq
v
Ñ B, and by Theorem 6.6, we obtain
corepAq
h
Ñ B. As A
h
Ñ corepAq, we conclude that A
h
Ñ B.
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7 The homomorphism problems in L
For a class of structures A consider the classical problem
HompAq :“
 
pB,Aq | A P A & A
h
Ñ B
(
.
In this section we prove the following characterization of the HompAq problems solvable
in classical logarithmic space.
Theorem 7.1. Assume that PATH ‰ para-L and let A be a class of structures with
bounded arity. The following are equivalent.
1. A P L and graphpcorepAqq has bounded tree depth.
2. HompAq P L.
This characterization is conditional on the hypothesis PATH ‰ para-L, an hypothesis
from parameterized complexity theory. The class PATH has been studied in previous
works [21, 11] and is defined as follows.
Definition 7.2. A parameterized problem Q Ď t0, 1u˚ˆN is in PATH if and only if there
are a computable f : NÑ N and a nondeterministic Turing machine A that accepts Q and
for all inputs px, kq and all runs on it uses space Opfpkq ` log |x|q and performs at most
Opfpkq ¨ log |x|q nondeterministic steps.
One can argue that PATH is a natural and important parameterized complexity class,
e.g. some fundamental problems which turn out to be complete for PATH under ďpl. The
above characterization further underlines its importance. We refer to [21, 11, 14] for more
information. Here, let us mention the following result.
Proposition 7.3 ([11]). p-HompP˚q is complete for PATH under ďpl.
Let us also mention that, as made precise in [14], the collapse of PATH to para-L would
imply that Savitch’s theorem can be improved.
Lemma 7.4. For every game vector v, there exists a logarithmic space algorithm that,
given a pair pA,Bq of similar structures, decides whether A
v
Ñ B.
Proof. Write v “ pp1, . . . , prq and ℓ :“
ř
iPrrs pi. For an instance pA,Bq ofHompAq consider
the following Boolean formula in the variables Xpa¯, b¯q for a¯ P Aℓ, b P Bℓ:
Ź
a¯1PAp1
Ž
b¯1PBp1
Ź
a¯2PAp2
Ž
b¯2PBp2
¨ ¨ ¨
Ź
a¯rPApr
Ž
b¯rPBpr
Xpa¯1 ¨ ¨ ¨ a¯r, b¯1 ¨ ¨ ¨ b¯rq.
Further, consider the assignment evaluating Xpa¯1 ¨ ¨ ¨ a¯r, b¯1 ¨ ¨ ¨ b¯rq by 1 or 0 depending on
whether tpai, biq | i P rℓsu is a partial homomorphism from A to B or not. This assignment
satisfies the formula if and only if A
v
Ñ B. Both the formula and the assignment are
computable from pA,Bq in logarithmic space, and so is the truth value.
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Proof of Theorem 7.1. (1 ñ 2) Let d ě 1 bound the tree depth of graphpcorepAqq. By
Theorem 6.2, the v-game solves HompAq where v :“ p1, . . . , 1loomoon
d times
q. It follows that HompAq “
tpB,Aq | A P A & A
v
Ñ Bu. This is in L by Lemma 7.4 and the assumption A P L.
(2 ñ 1) Clearly, (2) implies A P L. For contradiction, assume graphpcorepAqq has un-
bounded tree depth. Then P ĺ graphpcorepAqq by Lemma 3.18. By Theorems 5.9 and 5.10
(and Lemma 5.8) we get p-HompP˚q ďpl p-HompAq. But (2) implies p-HompP
˚q P para-L,
and this contradicts the assumption PATH ‰ para-L by Proposition 7.3.
8 Model checking existential sentences
In this section we study the complexity of the parameterized model-checking problems
associated with sets of (first-order) sentences Φ, namely
p-MCpΦq :“
 
pA, xϕyq | ϕ P Φ & A |ù ϕ
(
.
Here, xϕy is a natural number coding in some straightforward sense the sentence ϕ. An
existential sentence is one in which the quantifier @ does not occur and negation symbols
 appear only in front of atoms. A primitive positive sentence is one built from atoms by
means of ^ and D. For q, r P N let Σq
1
rrs and PPqrrs denote the sets of existential and,
respectively, primitive positive sentences of quantifier rank at most q where all appearing
relation symbols have arity at most r.
The goal of this section is to prove the following.
Theorem 8.1. Let q, r P N, q ě 1, r ě 2. Then
p-MCpΣq1rrsq ”qfap p-MCpPP
qr2sq ”qfap p-HompF
˚
q´1q.
We devide the proof into several lemmas.
Lemma 8.2. Let q P N, q ě 1. Then p-HompF˚q´1q ďqfap p-MCpPP
qr2sq.
Proof. The proof proceeds by standard means defining a “canonical query” [8]. Details
follow. Given a tree T P T and r P T we define a primitive positive formula ϕT,rpxq such
that for every structure A similar to T˚ and every a P A
A |ù ϕT,rpaq ðñ there exists a homomorphism h from T
˚ to B with hprq “ a;
moreover, qrpϕT,rq “ h for h the height of T when rooted at r. We give the definition by
induction on h. For h “ 0 the tree T consists of one node r, and we set ϕT,rpxq “ Crx.
Otherwise, let t1 . . . , tℓ list the neighbors of r in T. For i P rℓs let Ti denote the connected
component of xT ztruyT containing ti. Then Ti rooted at ti has height at most h ´ 1, so
ϕTi,tipyq is defined and we can set
ϕT,rpxq :“ Crx^
Ź
iPrℓs DypExy ^ ϕTi,tipyqq.
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Given an instance pA, xF˚yq of p-HompF˚q´1q, the forest F is the disjoint union of, say, c
many trees T1, . . . ,Tc P Tq´1. For i P rcs choose a root ri P Ti witnessing that Ti has height
at most q ´ 1 and set ψ :“
Ź
iPrcs DxϕTi,ripxq. Then pA, xF
˚yq ÞÑ pA, xψyq is a reduction as
desired.
Let DPPqrrs denote the set of disjunctions of sentences from PPqrrs.
Lemma 8.3. Let q, r P N. Then p-MCpΣq1rrsq ďqfap p-MCpDPP
qrrsq.
Proof. Given an instance pA, xϕyq of p-MCpΣq1rrsq, let τ denote the vocabulary of ϕ. For
each R P τ choose a new relation symbol R of the same arity. The reduction maps pA, xϕyq
to pA1, xψyq where A1 expands A interpreting every new symbol R by AarpRqzRA. The
sentence ψ is obtained from ϕ by replacing subformulas of the form  Rx¯ by Rx¯, and then
moving disjunctions out using the equivalence Dxpχ _ ψq ” pDxχ _ Dxψq and de Morgan
rules. This preserves the quantifier rank. It is easy to see that pA, xϕyq ÞÑ pA1, xψyq is a
reduction as desired.
The following lemma comprises the key step in the proof of Theorem 8.1. It heavily
relies on the results from Sections 3 and 5.
Lemma 8.4. Let q, r P N, q ě 1. Then
p-MCpPPqrrsq ďqfap p-HompF
˚
q´1q.
Proof. Given an instance pB, xϕyq of p-MCpPPqrrsq we can assume that the existential
quantifiers in ϕ quantify pairwise distinct variables. Following a known construction of [8]
define a structure Aϕ interpreting the vocabulary τ of ϕ as follows. Its universe is the set
of variables of ϕ and a relation R P τ is interpreted by those tuples x¯ such that the atom
Rx¯ appears in ϕ. Then
B |ù ϕ ðñ Aϕ
h
Ñ B.
This shows p-MCpPPqrrsq ďqfap p-HompAq where A :“
 
Aϕ | ϕ P PP
qrrs
(
. Note that A
is decidable and of bounded arity. We claim that p-HompAq ďqfap p-HompF
˚
q´1q.
We have p-HompAq ďqfap p-HompA
˚q trivially, and p-HompA˚q ďqfap p-HompgraphpAq
˚q
by Lemma 5.14, so it suffices to show p-HompgraphpAq˚q ďqfap p-HompF
˚
q´1q. Applying
Theorem 5.9 it suffices to show graphpAq ĺ Fq´1.
We argue similarly as in [11, Theorem 3.12]. Define a graph on the universe of Aϕ,
i.e. the variables of ϕ, by putting an edge between x and y if an only if Dx and Dy are
consecutive quantifiers in the formula tree of ϕ. This graph is a forest Fϕ of height at most
q ´ 1 when we root each component by the first-quantified variable in it, i.e. the variable
which is closest to the root in the formula tree of ϕ.
The closure of Fϕ contains graphpAϕq: if px, yq P E
graphpAϕq then there exists R P τ and
a tuple x¯ of variables containing x and y such that Rx¯ appears in ϕ; since ϕ is a sentence
every variable in x¯ and especially x and y are quantified in ϕ, so Dx and Dy appear on some
branch in the formula tree of ϕ; this means there is a path from x to y in Fϕ, so px, yq is
in the closure of Fϕ.
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It follows from Propositions 2.2 and 3.10 that graphpAϕq has an Fϕ-deconstruction of
width at most q ´ 1.
Remark 8.5. Recall that in general we allow our reductions r to output pH, kq for some k.
Without loss of generality this does not happen when reducing to a problem of the form
p-HompA˚q for some class of structures A. Namely, assume r on pB, kq outputs pB1, xA˚yq
and B1 is possibly H; change r to output instead of B1 the disjoint union of B1 and one
point that does not have any of the colours Ca, a P A, of A
˚.
Lemma 8.6. Let q ě 1, r ě 2. Then p-MCpDPPqrrsq ďqfap p-HompF
˚
q´1q.
Proof. Let an instance pB, xϕ1 _ ¨ ¨ ¨ _ ϕkyq of p-MCpDPP
qrrsq be given, where k ě 1
and ϕi P PP
qrrs for all i P rks. For i P rks let pBi, xF
˚
i yq be the output of the reduction
of the previous lemma. Then Fi P Fq´1, so Fi is a disjoint union of, say, ci many trees
Ti1, . . . ,Tici P Tq´1. By the Remark 8.5 we can assume that all Bi are structures, i.e.
different from H. Then
B |ù ϕ1 _ ¨ ¨ ¨ _ ϕk ðñ Di P rks : B |ù ϕi
ðñ Di P rks : F˚i
h
Ñ Bi
ðñ Di P rks @j P rcis : T
˚
ij
h
Ñ Bi
ðñ @¯ P
ś
iPrksrcis Di P rks : T
˚
iji
h
Ñ Bi, (2)
where we write ¯ “ j1 ¨ ¨ ¨ jk. We can assume that the Tij’s are pairwise disjoint and for each
of them a root is chosen witnessing that it has height at most q´1. Fix some ¯ P
ś
iPrksrcis.
Define the tree T¯ as follows: take the (disjoint) union of the trees T1j1, . . . ,Tkjk and then
merge their roots to a new node r. Then r witnesses that T¯ P Tq´1 and all Tiji, i P rks,
are subtrees of T¯ pairwise intersecting precisely in r. We define a structure B
¯ such that
Di P rks : T˚iji
h
Ñ Bi ðñ T
˚
¯
h
Ñ B¯. (3)
The structure B¯ is the disjoint union of the structures B¯i, i P rks, defined next. To
ensure (3) it suffices that B¯i satisfies
T˚¯
h
Ñ B¯i ðñ T
˚
iji
h
Ñ Bi. (4)
Indeed, assuming (4) for every i P rks we derive (3) as follows. If T˚iji
h
Ñ Bi for some i,
then T˚¯
h
Ñ B¯i for such an i by (4) and, clearly, this implies T
˚
¯
h
Ñ B¯. Conversely, assume
T˚¯
h
Ñ B¯. Since T˚¯ is connected, any homomorphism from T
˚
¯ to B
¯ has image in some B¯i,
i.e. T˚¯
h
Ñ B¯i for some i; for such an i then (4) implies T
˚
iji
h
Ñ Bi.
Given Bi it is not hard to define B
¯
i such that (4) is satisfied. First forget all interpre-
tations of symbols outside the vocabulary of T˚¯ : these are all colours Ct for t P FizTiji as
well as Cri where ri is the root chosen for Tiji. To get a structure in the vocabulary of T
˚
¯ ,
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we add interpretations of Ct for t P T¯zTiji : all these Ct are interpreted by C
Bi
ri
. Finally,
we add loops to the elements in CBiri , i.e. set
EB
¯
i :“ EBi Y
 
pb, bq | b P CBiri
(
.
Then (4) is straightforwardly verified, and thus we know (3).
Finally, let F be the disjoint union of the trees T¯, ¯ P
ś
iPrksrcis, that is, make disjoint
copies of the T¯’s and then take the union. For every ¯ every node t P T¯ has a copy tp¯q
in F . We adapt B¯ by renaming Ct by Ctp¯q, more precisely, let B˜
¯ be the structure with
universe B ¯ interpreting E by EB
¯
and Ctp¯q by C
B
¯
t for t P T¯. This structure is the disjoint
union of B˜¯i, i P rks, where B˜
¯
i is obtained by analoguous renaming applied to B
¯
i.
Then the disjoint union B1 of the B˜¯, ¯ P
ś
iPrksrcis, is similar to F
˚, and
B |ù ϕ1 _ ¨ ¨ ¨ _ ϕk ðñ @¯ P
ś
iPrksrcis : T
˚
¯
h
Ñ B¯
ðñ F˚
h
Ñ B1.
The first equivalence follows from (3) and (2), and the second is trivial.
It is clear that xF˚y can be computed from xϕ1_¨ ¨ ¨_ϕky. We show how to get a structure
isomorphic to B1 by a suitable interpretation from xA,By where A is a suitable auxiliary
structure. Choose pp, a, dq for the reduction used above, i.e. the one producing pBi, xF
˚
i yq
from pB, xϕiyq for every i P rks. Choose w P N such that d maps numbers to interpretations
of dimension w. For i P rks write Ii :“ dpxϕiyq and note Iipxapxϕiyq,Byq “ Bi. We define
our auxiliary structure to be
A :“
@
apxϕ1yq, . . . , apxϕkyq, prks ˆ
ś
iPrksrcisq
˚
D
.
Note prks ˆ
ś
iPrksrcisq is the structure interpreting the empty language on the universe
rks ˆ
ś
iPrksrcis. In the following we let i range over rks and ¯ over
ś
iPrksrcis.
There is a (quantifier-free) interpretation of dimension 1 which produces an isomorphic
copy of xapxϕiyq,By from xA,By. Composing (see Claim 2 in the proof of Lemma 5.7)
with Ii gives an interpretation I
1
i of dimension w such that I
1
ipxA,Byq – Bi. Further, there
is an interpretation of dimension 1 producing B¯i from Bi. Composing with I
1
i gives an
interpretation I ¯i of dimension w such that I
¯
i pxA,Byq – B
¯
i. As B
¯
i is obtained by renaming
colours we get I˜ ¯i with I˜
¯
i pxA,Byq – B˜
¯
i. The structure we want to produce is the disjoint
union of pI˜ ¯i pxA,Byqqi¯. We use the following general claim.
Claim: Let J1, . . . , Jℓ be quantifier-free interpretations of dimension w. Then there is
a quantifier-free interpretation J of dimension w ` 1 such that Jpxprℓsq˚,Ayq is defined
whenever all JipAq, i P rℓs, are defined and ‰ H, and then Jpxprℓsq
˚,Ayq is isomorphic to
the disjoint union of JipAq, i P rℓs.
Proof of Claim: Note Ji ˝Pr2 is quantifier-free, has dimension w and produces JipAq from
xprℓsq˚,Ay (see Claim 1 in the proof of Lemma 5.7). Write pϕjRqR for this interpretation
and let x¯i range over w-tuples of variables.
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Define J :“ pψRqR as follows.
ψUpy1x¯1q :“
Ž
jPrℓspCjy1 ^ P1py1q ^ ϕ
j
Upx¯1qq,
ψ“py1x¯1, y2x¯2q :“
Ž
jPrℓspCjpy1q ^ Cjpy2q ^ ϕ
j
“px¯1, x¯2qq,
ψRpy1x¯1, . . . , yarpRqx¯arpRqq :“
Ž
jPrℓspϕ
j
Rpx¯1, . . . , x¯arpRqq ^
Ź
iPrarpRqs Cjpyiqq;
where we understand that ϕjR is some inconsistent formula if R is not in the output vocab-
ulary of Jj . %
To finish the proof, the disjoint union of pI˜ ¯i pxA,Byqqi¯ is produced by first producing
xprks ˆ
ś
iPrksrcisq
˚, xA,Byy from xA,By and composing with an interpretation J chosen
for the I˜ ¯i ’s according to the claim.
Proof of Theorem 8.1. Applying Lemmas 8.3, 8.6 and 8.2 in row, we get
p-MCpΣq
1
rrsq ďqfap p-MCpDPP
qrrsq ďqfap p-HompF
˚
q´1q ďqfap p-MCpPP
qr2sq.
Noting p-MCpPPqr2sq Ď p-MCpΣq
1
rrsq, Theorem 8.1 follows.
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